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A B S T R A C T   
The unique combination of very large strains, high temperatures and high strain rates inherent to 
friction stir welding (FSW) and friction stir processing (FSP) and their dependency on the pro-
cessing parameters provides an opportunity to tailor the microstructure, and hence the perfor-
mance of welds and surfaces to an extent not possible with fusion processes. While a great deal of 
attention has previously been focused on the FSW parameters and their effect on weld quality and 
joint performance, here the focus is on developing a comprehensive understanding of the fun-
damentals of the microstructural evolution during FSW/P. Through a consideration of the me-
chanisms underlying the development of grain structures and textures, phases, phase transfor-
mations and precipitation, microstructural control across a very wide range of similar and 
dissimilar material joints is examined. In particular, when considering the joining of dissimilar 
metals and alloys, special attention is focused on the control and dispersion of deleterious in-
termetallic compounds. Similarly, we consider how FSP can be used to locally refine the mi-
crostructure as well as provide an opportunity to form metal matrix composites (MMCs) for near 
surface reinforcement. Finally, the current gaps in our knowledge are considered in the context of 
the future outlook for FSW/P.  
1. Introduction 
Friction stir welding (FSW) has attracted growing interest because it has the potential to overcome common issues associated with 
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conventional fusion welding processes such as large distortions, solidification cracking, macro and micro segregation, coarse den-
dritic structures, gas and shrinkage porosities, solid inclusions, surface oxidation or discoloration, the formation of brittle inter-
metallics between dissimilar materials, a wide heat affected zone (HAZ), high energy consumption, environmental pollution, and so 
on [1,2]. Furthermore, the ability to control microstructure and to obtain microstructures not easily obtained through other routes 
mean that it is critical to understand the relationship between FSW conditions and microstructure so as to better tailor weld prop-
erties. Alongside this, friction stir processing (FSP) can generate near surface microstructures not easily achieved in other ways. 
Accordingly, FSW and FSP are being exploited across a broad range of industrial applications as illustrated in Fig. 1a-h. 
The general principles underlying FSW are shown in Fig. 2a: in essence, a rotating tool is inserted into the interface between two 
workpieces, which is then traversed along the welding line. The tool normally comprises a pin and shoulder (Fig. 2b). The de-
formation and heat induced by the rotating tool lead to the formation of a solid-state weld. By contrast, FSP can be used either to 
modify the surface microstructure (Fig. 2c), or to incorporate a second phase (Fig. 2d). In the latter case, the second phase particles 
are inserted into the surface of the material by cutting a groove or drilling holes such that the rotating tool incorporates the particle 
into the materials creating a composite structure. As indicated in Fig. 2, many FSW/P parameters influence the final microstructure of 
the processed zone. 
Several excellent reviews of the FSW literature have already been published [6-14]. In particular the reader is pointed towards the 
reviews by Mishra and Ma [2] with regard to microstructural aspects and Meng et al. [15] with respect to strategies for controlling 
weld quality. The former is probably the most complete analysis of the state of the art to date. Particular attention has been paid to 
the microstructural changes in the key structural materials including aluminum, copper, magnesium and titanium alloys as well as 
various steel grades. However, the field has advanced significantly since the publication of this classical work, both in terms of the 
range of systems and processing parameters studied, and in terms of our understanding of FSW-induced microstructural behavior. 
This review aims to build on the platform established by Mishra and Ma [2] to draw together our current understanding of, and gain a 
new perspective on, microstructural evolution during FSW/P. It commences with a focus on the important mechanisms underlying 
microstructural and textural evolution during FSW/P of metals and alloys before considering the factors associated when processing 
specific metals and alloys in turn. The review also considers the challenges associated with joining a wide range of dissimilar 
materials combinations. Finally, it considers the microstructural evolution during FSP; particularly in relation to the surface mod-
ification of alloys and the production of metal matrix composites (MMCs). The review is of value both to beginners and to experienced 
engineers and scientists interested in understanding microstructure development during FSW/P with the aim of improving our ability 
to further improve and control the properties of welds and surface treatment. 
Fig. 1. Examples of the industrial application of friction stir welding and processing [3-5]: (a) the Eclipse 500 business jet, the first to use FSW, (b) 
50 mm thick copper nuclear waste storage canisters, (c) dissimilar FSW of aluminum to steel in Honda front subframe, (d) deckhouse structure of 
Littoral Combat ship, (e) orbital FSW of steel pipes, and (f) floor panels of Shinkansen train, FSP surface modification of h) the Nibral propeller and 
g) automotive piston. This figure is reproduced from cited investigations with permission from Elsevier. 
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2. Mechanisms of grain structure evolution 
Due to the unique features of the FSW process, the weld zone material experiences severe thermomechanical excursions [16] 
which drive recrystallization and recovery processes [2]. The tool rotation results in stirring and mixing of material around the 
rotating pin by plastic flow, while friction between the tool and the workpiece provides the main contribution to heat generation [2]. 
In addition, a large fraction (~80% [17]) of work relating to plastic flow is dissipated as heat giving rise to local adiabatic heating. As 
a result, the thermal field, the imposed strain and strain rate are highly non-uniform as shown in Fig. 3 and vary with distance from 
Fig. 2. Schematics of (a) the FSW process, (b) the FSW/P tool, (c) FSP for surface modification, and (d) FSP for composite production. The common 
process control parameters are represented in the center of the figure while those specific to the tool design and FSP are listed in (b) and (d), 
respectively. 
Fig. 3. Generalized presentation of the distributions of temperature (top), strain (middle) and strain rate (bottom) across a transverse cross-section 
of a AA2024-T4 alloy weld. These fields are slightly asymmetric between the retreating (RS) and advancing (AS) sides. The illustration is drawn 
based on information provided in [2,17-20]. 
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the rotating pin and shoulder according to the tool shape, the rotational and traverse speeds, the axial force of the tool shoulder on 
the workpiece, the pin tilt and the properties of the processed materials such as the thermal conductivity, the temperature-dependent 
flow stress, etc. [16]. 
Broadly speaking, as depicted in Fig. 4, the weld zone can be divided into four zones distinguished by their distinct thermo-
mechanical characteristics, namely, the stir zone (SZ), thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ), heat affected zone (HAZ) and base 
material (BM). Unsurprisingly, as shown in Fig. 3, the highest peak temperature, strain, and strain rate are the near surfaces of the pin 
and shoulder and tend to decrease sharply toward the BM. In the SZ, the peak temperature ranges from 0.9 to 0.75 Tm (melting 
temperature) decreasing away from the shoulder contact surface and in the transverse direction away from the pin surface [16]. The 
SZ exhibits a basin-like shape significantly widening towards the upper surface and is not symmetric with respect to the weld line 
(Fig. 4a) [2,18-24]. In the TMAZ, the peak temperature decreases with distance from the weld line from ~0.7 to 0.6 Tm [18,19,21- 
23]. The TMAZ is a transition zone, in which the temperature varies sharply across it. In the HAZ the peak temperature decreases 
gradually from ~0.55 Tm to ambient temperature from the TMAZ to the BM. Pre-weld heating may cause the HAZ to extend out 
further towards the BM. 
The strain and strain rate gradients tend to be much steeper than the temperature gradients (Fig. 3). In the SZ, the true strain and 
strain rate can be as high as ≥102 and > 10 s−1, respectively decreasing downwards from the shoulder surface and in the transverse 
direction away from the pin surface [18-21,24]. In the TMAZ, the strain and strain rate decrease towards zero at the boundary with 
the HAZ; however, even here the strain is sufficient for a noticeably deformed microstructure. 
The markedly different deformation and thermal histories associated with the SZ, TMAZ, HAZ and BM mean that microstructure 
evolution varies sharply with position (Fig. 4a). Further, this can take place dynamically during processing and statically after 
processing. To aid the interpretation of the grain-structure development occurring during FSW the underlying mechanisms of mi-
crostructural evolution are outlined below. 
2.1. Static recovery 
According to the definition given by Humphreys, the recovery refers to microstructural changes, which occur in a deformed 
material prior to recrystallization [25]. However, the recovery can also occur independently of any recrystallization and some 
materials may undergo only recovery; this is because recovery and recrystallization are competing processes since both are driven by 
the stored energy associated with the increased dislocation density [25-27]. 
It is widely accepted that the static recovery (SRV) results in a decrease in strength through changes in dislocation structure due to 
(i) dislocation annihilation, (ii) dislocation rearrangement into lower energy configurations (i.e., dislocation boundaries), and (iii) 
subgrain growth [25]. Dislocation annihilation and rearrangement into stable configurations occur simultaneously and are followed 
by subgrain coarsening. All the recovery processes are driven by glide, climb, and cross-slip of dislocations that may result in the 
formation of low angle boundaries (subgrains). Accordingly, the extent of this phenomenon is very sensitive to dislocation mobility 
and accumulated dislocation density. Generally, in pure metals, SRV may occur at T  >  0.3 Tm, while recrystallization processes 
Fig. 4. (a) A typical optical cross-section showing SZ, TMAZ, HAZ and BM. Dotted and dashed lines show outer boundaries of TMAZ and HAZ. 
Colored arrows indicate gradients of temperature, strain and strain rate from low (purple) to high (red) values. (b) Optical metallograph of a 
longitudinal cross-section obtained using the “stop-action” technique (pin was moving from left to tight). The dotted line indicates the outer 
boundary of TMAZ. Colored arrows indicate gradients of temperature, strain, and strain rate from low (purple) to high (red) values. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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operate at T  >  0.4 Tm. However, both temperature ranges are essentially dependent on the thermo-mechanical history of material 
and may be shifted towards either lower or higher temperatures depending on the density and arrangement of accumulated dis-
locations. Other important issues include the stacking fault energy (SFE), the solute content and dispersoids. Specifically, high-SF 
metals normally exhibit extensive cross-slip and dislocation climb, thus, the microstructural behavior in such materials is often 
dominated by recovery, even at relatively high temperatures. In contrast, low-SFE materials typically experience almost no recovery. 
The solutes can affect the structural behavior through alteration of the SFE, affecting diffusion properties as well as dislocation 
pinning via the formation of Cottrell atmospheres and typically inhibiting both recovery and recrystallization. Dispersoids with 
dimensions ≤200 nm may also effectively pin lattice dislocations shifting the occurrence of SRV and recrystallization toward higher 
temperatures. 
2.2. Static recrystallization 
In a classical sense, static recrystallization (SRX) involves the nucleation of new strain-free grains and their subsequent growth to 
consume the deformed microstructure [16]. During this process, the microstructure at any time is divided into two distinctly different 
regions (i.e. the recrystallized and non-recrystallized areas); the recrystallized fraction gradually increases from 0 to 1 as the 
transformation process proceeds. Such a process fits the definition of a discontinuous annealing phenomenon [16], and is sometimes 
referred to as discontinuous static recrystallization (DSRX). In some cases, however, the recrystallization may develop in a quite 
different manner, being sometimes referred as the continuous static recrystallization (CSRX) or “recrystallization in situ.” Both these 
mechanisms are briefly considered in this section. 
DSRX takes place in materials having low SFE at T  >  0.5 Tm [25,27]. Nucleation occurs due to the migration of a portion of pre- 
existing HAGBs into the deformed matrix in a heterogeneous manner (Fig. 5) [25,28-30]. The driving force is the decrease in energy 
arising from the dislocations consumed by the migrating portion of the HAGBs countered by the increase in energy due to increased 
grain boundary area caused by bulging (Fig. 5) [25,28,29]. Subsequently, growing grains consume the deformed or recovered mi-
crostructure until the material is fully recrystallized. The microstructure is heterogeneous at any time and distinctly divided into 
recrystallized and non-recrystallized regions. Nucleation is energetically favored once the bulging cap reaches a critical radius de-
termined by the grain boundary energy and the dislocation density [25,28,29]. 
CSRX, in which a sub-grain bounded partly by LAGBs and partly by HAGBs serves as a nucleus, occurs in materials with high SFE  
[25,27]. This type of SRX is usually accompanied by extensive particle coarsening which decreases the Zener drag force (Fig. 6)  
[25,27]. Nucleation by CSRX is attributed to subgrain structure produced by preceding SRV and may occur by two distinctly different 
Fig. 5. Schematic showing the migration of a pre-existing grain boundary toward the subgrain structure by SRV [29].  
Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the CSRX. Reprinted from [27] with permission from Elsevier.  
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mechanisms [25]. The first nucleation mechanism is associated with the migration of LAGBs. It causes the growth of subgrains in the 
presence of an orientation gradient that originated from geometrically necessary dislocations, which provide compatible deformation 
for inhomogeneous deformation [25,31]. LAGBs comprising two or more sets of such dislocations are feasible for the transformation 
to HAGBs. It occurs by the continuous increase in their misorientation during migration due to trapping lattice dislocations [25,27]. 
The second nucleation mechanism is the coalescence of neighboring subgrains through the decomposition of a low misorientation 
LAGB (Fig. 7). These LAGBs comprise statistically stored dislocations, which accumulate under uniform plastic deformation, and are 
termed incidental boundaries [31]. Rearrangement of lattice dislocations from an incidental LAGB to a geometrically necessary one 
provides an increase in its misorientation (Fig. 7) [25,28,29,31-33]. The coalescence occurs with little boundary migration, the 
driving force arising from a reduction in boundary energy [25,32,33]. 
The migration of LAGBs and their coalescence (Fig. 7) leads to subgrain coarsening [25,32,33]. A decrease in stored energy occurs 
during annealing due to the removal of individual dislocations and their rearrangement to lower energy LAGB configurations [25]. A 
moving sub-boundary absorbs dislocations leading to increasing misorientation and, therefore, energy and the final transformation of 
this LAGB to a HAGB [25]. As a result, subgrains delimited by LAGBs produced by SRV are continuously replaced by subgrains and, 
finally, grains delimited by HAGBs from all sides [25,29]. 
2.3. Dynamic recrystallization 
Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) is the dominant mode of microstructural evolution in the SZ and TMAZ. The dynamic restoration 
mechanisms differ considerably from those operating during static annealing of a deformed material [25,27]. The homogeneity of the 
resulting structure is essentially independent of the DRX mechanism and dictated by the applied strain. Increasing deformation 
temperature and/or decreasing the strain rate enhances the homogeneity of the recrystallized microstructure. A uniform micro-
structure evolves in the SZ, while a partially recrystallized structure appears in the TMAZ [34-37]. There are two types of DRX: 
discontinuous DRX (DDRX) and continuous DRX (CDRX). The former is a two-step recrystallization phenomenon, involving distinct 
nucleation and subsequent grain growth steps [25,27,36-43]. It occurs in materials with low to medium SFE in which DRV is slow 
after reaching a critical strain (T  >  0.5 Tm) [25,27,41-43]. CDRX is a one-step process that occurs in all materials at T  <  0.5 Tm  
[25,27,42-47] and also in materials with medium to high SFE at T  >  0.5 Tm. The new grains appear because of the increase in sub- 
boundary misorientation brought about by the continuous accumulation of the dislocations introduced by plastic deformation  
Fig. 7. Schematic showing the formation of a nucleus by coalescence and subgrain coarsening: (a) subgrain structure produced by SRV with a grain 
G, (b) coalescence of pairs by decomposition of transverse LAGBs between subgrains A-B and C-D, (c) coalescence of the A/B and C/D (sub) grains by 
decomposition of B-C LAGB, (d) the formation of the coarse nucleus by boundary migration. The thick and thin lines indicate HAGBs and LAGBS, 
respectively. Reprinted from [29]. 
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[25,27,42-47]. The 3D network of LAGBs evolves due to prior DRV. The occurrence of DDRX requires high temperatures and low 
strains, while CDRX occurs at intermediate temperatures and high strains [43,46]. 
There are two main features of DRX. Firstly, new grains continuously undergo deformation and so contain many lattice dis-
locations [25,27]. Secondly, at intermediate recrystallized stages, DRX produces a necklace microstructure consisting of a re-
crystallized mantle along the initial boundaries with unrecrystallized remnants in the core (Fig. 8). A distinctive feature of CDRX is 
the presence of a well-defined subgrain structure in the remnants of unrecrystallized grains [25,27]. DRV and CDRX can occur 
concurrently in the core and mantle regions of the initial grains (Fig. 8), respectively [25,27,46,47]. DRV produces a network of 
incidental LAGBs having a misorientation of ~1° and takes place in grains belonging to transition texture orientations and associated 
with multiple slips. Conversely, CDRX usually occurs in stable orientations (e.g. α or β–fibers in cubic materials), in which single or 
double slip is operative [25,34,35,47]. This structure is typical of the periphery of the TMAZ. The proportion of recrystallized grains 
in the necklace structure increases from the periphery to the inner edge of the TMAZ [34-37]. 
The DDRX mechanism involves local grain boundary bulging, growth of the DRX nucleus (driven by stored energy in the 
neighboring deformed grains), and stagnant grain growth resulting from DRX grain impingement and a diminished driving force for 
growth (because of work hardening of the growing recrystallized grains) [43,48]. The principal nucleation mechanism of DDRX is 
similar to the Bailer-Hirsh mechanism suggested for DSRX [27,41,43,48]. In this mechanism, a network of subgrains readily develops 
near the grain boundaries leading eventually to boundary corrugations or serrations (Fig. 9). The bulged DRX nuclei become se-
parated from the highly dislocated structures by a LAGB or annealing twins (depending on the value of Zener–Hollomon parameter 
(Z)) such that the DDRX nucleus is partially bounded by a bulged portion of initial HAGB and by a LAGB (Fig. 9) [25,27,39]. Both of 
these boundaries are able to migrate toward the high dislocation density in parent grains. 
The difference in local dislocation densities is commonly considered to be the driving force for the grain boundary migration 
toward high dislocation density and corresponding growth of DRX nuclei (Fig. 9) [25,27]. Absorption of dislocations by grain 
boundaries, which serve as sink sites for dislocations, and rearrangement of dislocations followed by their mutual annihilation and/or 
the formation of subgrain boundaries occur at relatively high rates and strongly decrease the driving force [25]. These processes 
Fig. 8. The progressive development of a recrystallized mantle during DRX; (a) The formation of separate DRX grains, (b) the formation of the first 
recrystallization layer, (c) the formation of a mantle of recrystallized grains. The dotted lines show the prior grain boundaries and solid lines the 
boundaries of recrystallized grains. Reprinted from [25] with permission from Elsevier. 
Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the DDRX mechanism; (1) at low strains, the corrugation and the evolution of sub-boundaries occur con-
currently, (2) GB shearing along the original boundary leads to the development of local strain gradients during further straining, and (3) the 
bulging of parts of the serrated grain boundaries is accompanied by the formation of sub-boundaries at high Z or twin boundaries at low Z. Reprinted 
from [27] with permission from Elsevier. 
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accelerate with increasing temperature [49,50]. Concurrently, DRV promotes inhomogeneities in dislocated structures between 
neighboring grains of different orientations thereby facilitating the bulging of a grain boundary portion [25,27,43,48]. Dislocation 
density gradients are developed near the original grain boundaries because of the incompatibilities in plastic deformation between 
grains and the strong dependence of DRV rate upon the orientation of the crystalline lattice [31,41,43,48]. This point is most 
important for DDRX nucleation. As a result, the critical strain for DDRX decreases with increasing temperature and/or decreasing 
strain rate [27]. 
A high density of incoherent particles or the presence of coherent dispersoids may suppress DDRX. If the sum of the Zener drag 
pinning force and the drag force, which relates to the curvature of the HAGB, exceeds the driving force for boundary bulging due to 
stored dislocations [25], DDRX cannot occur. Finer DDRX grains may be formed at larger strains due to the larger driving force  
[25,27,43]. 
Grain boundary shearing (GBS) along initial boundaries commonly takes place during hot working at a low strain rate [27,43,48- 
52]. GBS induces additional inhomogeneous strains increasing the driving force for recrystallization and promoting the rotation of 
the bulged DRX nuclei increasing the misorientation between the nucleus and parent grain (Fig. 9) [27,43,48,51,52]. As a result, the 
DDRX nuclei evolve rapidly at grain boundaries of initially coarse grains resulting in the evolution of necklace-like microstructure, in 
which the chains of fine DDRX grains decorate original boundaries (Figs. 8 and 9) [25,27,43,46,48,52,53]. The DRX mantle pro-
pagates with increasing strain, ultimately resulting in a homogeneous microstructure consisting of fine grains (Fig. 8)  
[25,27,39,43,46,48]. An increase in deformation temperature promotes the recovery-assisted nucleation and diffusion-controlled 
growth of new grains and, thus, accelerates the DRX kinetics [25,39,42,43,53]. 
CDRX involves the formation of stable three-dimensional (3D) arrays of strain-induced LAGBs due to dislocation rearrangement, 
followed by their gradual transformation to HAGBs (Fig. 10) [25,27,43-47,54]. The progressive evolution of the subgrains occurs 
continuously and ultimately leads to their conversion to fine grains, when the sub-boundary misorientation exceeds 15° [25,27,43- 
47,54]. The rotation of subgrains is accompanied by boundary migration (Fig. 10). As a result, the size of the resulting grains is higher 
than the preceding subgrains by ~30%. [45,47,54]. CDRX may occur in materials with low SFE subjected to intense straining at 
intermediate temperatures [46,53]. Such conditions may appear in the inner half of the TMAZ and the SZ in which T  >  0.6Tm and 
true strain ranges from ~1 to 20. CDRX is characterized by much slower kinetics than those associated with DRX because the 
continuous evolution of strain-induced grains requires very large strains [25,27]. CDRX produces a necklace microstructure at an 
intermediate stage due to the rapid development of strain gradients near grain boundaries (Fig. 8). 
Geometric DRX (GDRX) is a kind of CDRX observed in pure Al or low alloy Al belonging to 1XXX series deformed in torsion or by 
extensive rolling [25,55-58]. New grains evolve due to the impingement of wavy boundaries of initial grains that leads to the 
subdivision of the fibrous grains to crystallites bounded by HAGBs after large strain. The GDRX mechanism requires some boundary 
mobility for the bulging process followed by their pinch off. The last process occurs due to boundary tension and is driven by 
minimizing boundary energy [25,58,59]. GDRX occurs when the boundary spacing and wavelength typically become similar to the 
Fig. 10. Schematic representation of CDRX; (a) the formation of 3D arrays of subgrains; (b) interaction of LAGBs with lattice dislocations resulting 
in progressive increase in their misorientation; (c) subgrain as a nucleus; (d) rotation of subgrains and grains facilitate the transformation of LAGBs 
to HAGBs. Reprinted from [45] with permission from Elsevier. 
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subgrain size due to the extensive concurrent elongation of initial grains and the formation of subgrain structure with no orientation 
gradients due to DRV [25,36,58]. The interpenetration of the scalloped boundaries occurs, thus transforming a severely compressed 
grain into a chain of fine nearly-equiaxed grains. Therefore, a fine-grained microstructure having a large proportion of high-angle 
boundaries may evolve without the activation of any microscopic recrystallization mechanism. The presence of pinning agents 
hinders GDRX shifting the formation of fine grains to higher strains. Analyzing experimental results [36,60,61] suggests that GDRX is 
unlikely to occur under FSW because the strain rate in the SZ is very high while the strain in the TMAZ is insufficient for severe grain 
elongation. 
2.4. Post-dynamic recrystallization 
In the conventional FSW, the weld region remains hot for some time behind the tool after FSW with the nugget cooling at a rate 
ranging from 10 to 60 K/s depending on the material, plate thickness, FSW parameters, and location [60,62-64]. As a result, post 
deformation annealing [25,27] occurs in the SZ until the weld has cooled completely [60,62-64]. This phenomenon is known as 
metadynamic recrystallization (MDRX) [25,27,65] and the nature of microstructural evolution is dependent on zone. Three types of 
DRX structures are susceptible to MDRX [27,65]. First, the recrystallized grains containing a moderate dislocation density may grow 
under static post-FSW annealing. Secondly, MDRX may occur in heterogeneous DRX regions by extensive growth of small pre-existing 
nuclei, which are almost dislocation-free [25,27,65]. Thirdly, SRV or even SRX may take place in unrecrystallized material having a 
high dislocation density. 
3. Texture evolution 
Friction stir welded joints are characterized by textural variations through the thickness and across the width of the weld, but they 
can also occur along the length of the processed zone [66-68]. The SZ, TMAZ, and HAZ all have very different thermomechanical 
histories and hence, have different textural features. In addition, there are local textures that develop within various regions of the SZ 
that derive from the final deformation state of each specific location. These are a function of tool design and weld parameters that 
alter flow in the SZ [67-70]. 
3.1. Textures arising from shear deformation 
Depending upon the processing parameters, the local textures that develop within the SZ are associated with DRX during com-
pressive deformation and shearing. Those in the TMAZ are dependent upon bending and recrystallization (or grain growth) of the 
base metal texture, while those in the HAZ develop by recrystallization or grain growth of the base material. The predominant 
deformation mode during FSW/P is that of shear deformation. Textures during shearing are described by alignment of the crystallite 
lattices with the shear plane normal (SPN) and the shearing direction (SD). For example, face-centered-cubic structures (FCC) de-
formed by shearing typically produce partial fiber textures of {111} 〈uvw〉 where the 〈111〉 poles align with the shear plane normal 
and the crystallites are distributed randomly about that axis, and {hkl} 〈110〉 where the 〈110〉 directions are aligned with the 
shearing direction and the distribution about that direction is unspecified. These are referred to as the A and B fibers, respectively. In 
addition, a C texture component, {100} 〈011〉, occurs during shearing of FCC metals [71]. Fig. 11 shows a {111} pole figure that 
Fig. 11. Ideal partial A and B fiber textures and the C texture component shown as (a) a pole figure, and (b) Euler space plots with A and C seen in 
the constant sections of φ1 = 90° and the partial B fiber spread through the φ1 = 50° and 55° sections. SD and SPN stand for shear direction and 
shear plane normal, respectively. 
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contains the ideal A and B partial fibers and the C component alongside discrete Euler space. In this convention, φ1, Ø and φ2 
represent consecutive rotations about the x-axis, the new z-axis, and the new x-axis, respectively [72,73]. It should be noted that the 
orientation distribution function (ODF) is actually a probability density function, but it is conventionally referred to as a distribution 
function. 
For hexagonal close-packed (HCP) materials, shear textures comprise a series of fiber textures, including B {0001} 〈uvtw〉, and 
two C fibers with the basal plane rotated to orientations 30° from the shearing direction and a random distribution of the lattice 
rotated about that direction [74]. 
Dynamic recrystallization can cause difficulties in interpretating the local textures in terms of the deformation state of the metal. 
Fortunately, the textures of dynamically recrystallized metals tend to follow those of the deformed metals closely. This is because the 
recrystallization nuclei are formed from the deformed and deforming grains, giving a structure of fine grains having a similar texture 
to the deformed ones. 
During FSW/P, certain alloys may undergo phase transformations. For example, α-titanium (HCP), transforms to β-titanium 
(BCC) at temperatures above about 0.6 Tm. If the temperature rises above the transformation temperature, shear textures form in the 
higher temperature β-phase that exists during processing. These microstructures transform as the processed material cools, and the 
transformation microstructures exhibit textures distinct from those that developed during processing. Nevertheless, due to orienta-
tion relationships that exist in transformation microstructures, it is often possible to determine the texture that developed during 
processing and to back-out material flow during processing. In steels, the transformation between the high temperature austenitic 
phase (ɣ, FCC) and the lower temperature ferritic phase (α, BCC) is understood to be {111}ɣ||{110}α and 〈110〉α||〈111〉ɣ 
(Kurdjomov-Sachs relationship [75]) or others [76,77]. If titanium is stirred under hot conditions, it is processed as BCC β-titanium, 
resulting in shear textures indicative of a BCC shear deformation. Upon cooling, the structure transforms to HCP α-titanium with an 
orientation relationship understood to be {0001}α||{011}ɣ and 〈11−20〉α ||〈111〉ɣ. If random variant selection occurs, the 
resulting textures are identifiable, but are more random than for materials processed similarly without the phase transformation. 
3.2. Local textures and metal flow during FSW/P 
As alluded to in the previous sections, crystallographic textures vary dramatically from point to point within and near the zone 
produced by FSW/P. Because of this, local anisotropies exist that result in spatial variations in strength, hardness, corrosion sus-
ceptibility, etc. Local textures that develop during FSW/P have been evaluated for alloys of aluminum [78-83], magnesium [84-90], 
titanium [91-95], steels [96-101], copper [102,103], nickel [104,105] and metal matrix composites [106,107], as well as for dis-
similar metal joints [108-112]. An example is shown in Fig. 12 showing bands of distinct textures across the width of the FSW region. 
This occurs because the shear direction of the last in time material to be processed in the plate is aligned with the tangent of the weld 
tool as it passes through the metal. This direction changes from point to point across the weld as the profile of the tool shoulder 
creates a semi-circle that follows behind the tool. The shear plane normal in this region depends upon the FSW/P parameters such as 
tool rotation rate, the welding speed, and the design of the weld tool. 
In order to properly interpret the local textures observed in friction stir welded/processed metals, the reference coordinate frame 
must be rotated to a suitable orientation to represent the textures as ideal components and fibers. Given that the dominant textures 
derive from the shear deformation, it is necessary only to identify the positions of the shear plane normal and the shearing direction 
from the observed textures. Rotation of the ideal textures to the FSW coordinate frame requires minimization of the norm of a 
Fig. 12. (a) EBSD IPF map across a cross-section of a friction stir weld in commercial purity aluminum, (b) corresponding plan view (weld moves 
from bottom to top) for region under the 25.4 mm diameter weld tool shoulder. The advancing side (AS) is on the right. Crystallographic poles 
aligned with the transverse direction (left to right in the image). (c) Enlarged cross-sectional view of the transition region from the BM to the SZ on 
the AS. Reproduced from [66] with permission from Springer Nature. The coordinate system and color codes are the same in (a-c) as shown in (a). 
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calculated difference ODF; ΣI √[fideal(gi) – factual(gi)]2; where gi is the orientation of the crystallite lattice through the space of the 
ODF, fideal represents the ideal ODF for shear deformation and factual is the measured function. The actual function is rotated through 
all possible coordinate frames until it best matches that of the ideal function, thus revealing the orientation of the shear plane normal 
and the shearing directions. If the resulting structure is a transformation microstructure, the Euler angles must be operated upon by 
the appropriate orientation relationships before searching for the minimum ODF difference function. Fig. 13 shows an example of a 
texture for a FSP AZ31 magnesium alloy in both the specimen reference frame and after rotation by 35° about the plate normal 
direction. The latter is in good agreement with the ideal shear texture in the recognized SD/SPN coordinate frame (Fig. 13c). Local 
texture determination aids in understanding material failures and inhomogeneous corrosion behavior in and around friction stirred 
regions. Analysis of material flow fields using crystallographic texture as a tool, can provide important insights into material flow for 
optimization of weld parameters and tool design. The textures occurring in metals deformed by simple shear, as reviewed by Fonda 
and Knipling [68], are combined with contributions from elsewhere in Table 1 [74,113-116]. 
4. Microstructural evolution during FSW 
Thermomechanically, FSW represents a unique combination of very large strain, high temperature, and relatively high strain rate. 
The present section attempts to summarize the current state of understanding of the microstructural processes occurring under such 
extreme conditions. In view of the severe processing conditions, experimental investigation of the concomitant microstructural 
evolution is challenging. At present, two approaches are typically employed for this purpose, namely the stop-action technique and 
the mapping of the transient region, as shown in Fig. 14. 
As the name suggests, the stop-action technique (Fig. 14a) involves an emergency stop of the FSW machine and subsequent 
immediate quenching of the welded material in an attempt to “freeze” the evolving microstructure near the welding tool [36,78,119]. 
Fig. 13. Pole figures for the mid-plane position in SZ near the TMAZ on the retreating side (RS) of an AZ31 Mg alloy treated by FSP showing (a) a 
shear texture measured in the coordinate frame of the specimen coordinates, (b) the same texture after rotation to an orientation that aligns with the 
ideal shear texture, and (c) a representation of the ideal shear texture in HCP Mg. The color bars are in units of times random. Reprinted from [117]. 
Table 1 
Texture components and definitions for common shear textures in FCC, BCC, and HCP metals. TD refers to the 
transverse direction (mutually orthogonal to SD and SPN). Partial fibers A and B for FCC crystal structures, are 
sometimes designated as specific texture components instead of partial fibers. Hence, A1* and A2* are also shown. 
Symmetrical equivalents of the Euler angle triplets are always assumed to be present in addition to those listed and 
are not explicitly included in this table.        
Crystal Structure Texture Name Miller Indices φt Φ φ2  
FCC A-fiber {111}||SPN    
A1* (1̄ 1 1)[1̄ 1 2̄] 35.3 45 0 
A2* (111)[1 1 2̄] 125.3 90 45 
A (1 1̄ 1)[1̄ 1̄ 0] 144.7 45 0 
B-fiber SD||〈110〉    
B (1̄ 1 2̄)[1̄ 1̄ 0] 0 54.7 45 
C (001)[110] 90 45 0  
BCC D or D1 (1̄ 1̄ 2)[1 1 1] 54.7 45 0 
E (110)[1 1̄ 1] 90 35.3 45 
J (110)[1 1̄ 2] 90 54.7 45 
F (110)[001] 0 45 0  
HCP B-fiber {0001}||SPN    
P-fiber SD|| 1 1 2̄ 0
P1 {1100} 1 1 2̄ 0 0 0 0 
Y-fiber {0001}|| ± 30° from TD to SPN    
C1-fiber {0001}|| −30° from SD to SPN    
C2-fiber {0001}|| 30° from SD to SPN    
h5-fiber {0001}|| −5° from SD to SPN    
h6-fiber {0001}|| 50° from SD to SPN       
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In some cases, rapid extraction of the tool is used instead [79,120,121] and liquid CO2 is applied to enhance the quenching effect  
[103,122-124]. Such a “stop-action” technique is believed to allow the direct observation of the FSW-induced microstructure evo-
lution in-situ during the process. It should be noted, however, that a rotating tool cannot be stopped instantly due to inertia of the 
FSW system. Moreover, mechanical relaxation of this system results in shifting of the tool from the position of the actual weld 
termination [125,126]. In other words, tool stoppage (or tool extraction) will inevitably affect the microstructure near the final tool 
position. Therefore, the “stop action” approach is perhaps applicable only for relatively slow FSW and caution should be exercised in 
interpreting the experimental results. 
The second technique (Fig. 14b) is based on the microstructural examination of the transient region from the BM to the SZ. Across 
this region, the material transforms from the parent state to the final one providing insight into the microstructural changes occurring 
during FSW (see yellow arrow in Fig. 14b). This method is very simple and is often used in practice. However, considering the 
complex nature of the microstructural changes taking place during and after, FSW this approach may not give a full picture. 
Recently researchers have exploited the flux of synchrotron X-ray sources to obtain information in real-time using ‘portable’ FSW 
systems, for example, to follow precipitation by Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) [127]. Real-time measurements have been 
complemented by high spatial resolution post mortem synchrotron X-ray mapping of the phases or residual stress (by X-ray dif-
fraction) as well as the precipitate size and volume fraction (by SAXS) across the weld region [128-131]. Laboratory SAXS can also 
provide similar information on excised cross-sections, although at slightly lower spatial resolution [132], complemented by Differ-
ential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) [133]. 
Fig. 14. Methods for investigating microstructural evolution during FSW; (a) stop-action technique [78]. (a1) Macrostructure of the stop-action 
friction stir welded Al–Li 2195, (a2) inverse pole figure (IPF) map of the area indicated by red rectangle in (a1). (b) mapping of the transient region 
between base material and SZ [118]; (b1) macrostructure of friction-stir welded Al alloy 1050 at a rotational speed of 500 rpm and a traverse speed 
of 10 mm/s, (b2) IPF map of the area indicated by red rectangle in (b1). The yellow arrows indicate the transition direction from the colder and 
lower strain periphery (far from the tool) towards the higher temperature and strain area (close to the tool). In (b) RS is on the left. Reproduced with 
permission from Elsevier and Springer Nature. All rights reserved. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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4.1. Development of grain structure 
For the reasons discussed in section 2, microstructure evolution is a strong function of crystal structure and SFE. The literature has 
therefore been categorized here into three broad groups, i.e., (i) cubic metals with relatively high SFE (≥100 MJm−2), (ii) cubic 
metals with low-to-moderate SFE (< 80 MJm−2), and (iii) HCP metals. 
4.1.1. Cubic metals with high stacking fault energy 
Grain structure evolution during FSW of high-SFE cubic metals has been studied primarily in aluminum alloys [36,62,78- 
80,118,120,124,134-154]. However, some interesting observations have also been made in pure iron [34] and β-titanium [155]. In 
most cases, the microstructural evolution follows a number of common trends. At the colder periphery of the TMAZ, microstructural 
changes tend to be dominated by the formation of regular arrays of LAGBs, which rapidly accumulate misorientation and gradually 
transform into HAGBs [34,36,78,80,118,136]. From a broad perspective, the observed microstructural pattern is reminiscent of the 
grain subdivision process (Fig. 15a), which is often reported to occur during cold deformation of cubic metals with relatively high SFE  
[156-158]. 
Close to the welding tool, the concomitant increase in strain and temperature means that the parent grains become substantially 
elongated due to the geometrical requirements of the imposed FSW strain, thus transforming into thin, fibrous grains  
[34,36,78,80,118,136]. On the other hand, the increased heat input gives rise to grain-boundary bulging which may result in either 
GDRX [36,139] or nucleation of recrystallized grains [36,118], as shown in Fig. 15b. During the FSW cooling cycle, the SZ may 
additionally undergo microstructural coarsening [36,62,80,124] or even SRX [80], which may increase the grain size [62,80]. 
As expected, microstructural evolution is found to be sensitive to the weld heat input [62,118]. Specifically, an increase in FSW 
temperature may result not only in substantial grain growth, but also in a fundamental change in morphology from a lamellar type to 
an equiaxed one [118]. The latter effect alters the strain compatibility requirements at grain boundaries and thereby may principally 
affect the FSW-induced texture [118]. Moreover, the high welding temperatures reduce dislocation density and thus slow down the 
development of deformation-induced boundaries; as a result, the evolved microstructures may contain a relatively low HAGB fraction  
Fig. 15. IPF maps showing microstructural evolution during FSW of cubic metals with high SFE. (a) the grain subdivision process and the formation 
of regular LAGBs at the TMAZ during FSW of pure iron [34], (b) occurrence of GDRX during FSW of an Al-2195 plate [36], (c) LAGBs and HAGBs in 
TMAZ for FSW Al 1050-H24 sheets [124] where CDRX (transformation of LAGBs (white colored lines) to HAGBs (black colored lines)) is the 
dominant mechanism, (d) HAZ in the friction-stir welded Al 1050 plates in which a SRX grain is formed [118], (e) TMAZ in FSW Ti–15V–3-
Cr–3Al–3Sn alloy [155]. The area inside the white ellipse refers to a DDRX grain formed by building mechanism. (a) and (c-e) have the same 
coordinate system. The color code shown in (e) can be used for all cases. HAGBs and LAGBs are shown by black (darker) and white (lighter) colors, 
respectively. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier and Springer Nature. 
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[118]. This effect presumably reflects an increased competition between DRV and DRX processes at high deformation temperatures in 
line with commonly accepted arguments discussed in Section 2. 
It is also noteworthy that the grain structure evolution is also sensitive to the initial material condition [118,138,140,141]. In 
particular, for materials supplied in a cold-worked state the HAZ may undergo SRX (Fig. 15c) [118,138,140,141]. 
Despite the complexity of the microstructural processes shown above, the dominant mechanism is often believed to be the CDRX, 
as shown in Fig. 15d [34,36,78,118,134-136,138-141]. This is due to the relatively high dislocation mobility in high SFE materials, 
meaning they rapidly rearrange into deformation-induced boundaries, thus promoting CDRX. On the other hand, such rearrangement 
reduces the density of free dislocations and therefore eliminates a driving force for DDRX. 
It should be noted, however, that grain structure evolution in 7xxx aluminum alloys as well as in pseudo-β titanium alloy 
(Fig. 15e) has been interpreted in terms of the discontinuous recrystallization [79,120,137,155]. The reason for the exceptional 
behavior of these materials is not clear. One of the possible explanations may be the influence of constituent second-phase particles 
on the recrystallization mechanism. 
4.1.2. Cubic metals with low-to-moderate stacking fault energy 
Microstructural development during FSW has been examined in the following low-to-moderate SFE materials; austenitic steels  
[125,126,159-172], Cu-30Zn brass [38,122,173-182], commercial purity copper [102,103,121,123,183], and nickel-based alloys  
[184,185]. The low-SFE metals are often supplied in a well-annealed temper, thus, their initial microstructure is characterized by a 
significant proportion of annealing twins. Accordingly, FSW-induced microstructural changes in these materials often initiate from a 
gradual transformation of Σ3 twin boundaries into random (non-twin) ones [163,172,173], as shown in Fig. 16. This is usually 
explained in terms of a slip imbalance between the twin and the adjacent matrix, which leads to diverging crystallographic rotations 
of both crystals, destroying the ideal Σ3 orientation relationship [186,187]. 
Fig. 16. Gradual transformation of Σ3 twin boundaries to random boundaries in the colder periphery of FSW-induced deformation zone: (a) grain 
boundary map of TMAZ in pure copper [38], (b) in Cu-30Zn brass alloy [38], (c) in a TWIP steel with a chemical composition of Fe-12.6Mn-0.49C- 
0.3Si-1.62Al [172], and (d) in a S31254 super austenitic stainless steel [163]. All maps have the same coordinate system. (a) and (b) have the same 
color codes as shown between them. (c) and (d) have the same color codes as shown in (c). Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. 
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Closer to the welding tool the higher strains give rise to deformation-induced LAGBs in the grain interior, perhaps reflecting activation 
of the DRV process. In contrast to the high-SFE materials, however, the LAGBs are much less regular in appearance, do not form a clear 
subgrain structure, and tend to cluster near original grain boundaries [163,172,173] as illustrated in Fig. 17 for a variety of materials. 
As shown in Fig. 18, an increase of the welding temperature promotes grain-boundary bulging and subsequent nucleation of 
recrystallized grains. This activates DDRX and results in a bimodal grain structure [38,102,126,162-164,167,169,172-174,184]. As 
expected, the grain-boundary migration is accompanied by annealing twinning; accordingly, the recrystallized grains are typically 
LAGB-free but contain annealing twins with nearly perfect Σ3 boundaries [38,102,126,162-164,167,169,172-174,184]. 
As seen in Fig. 19, close to the tool, surviving remnants of the parent grains are severely sheared due to the very large strains 
imposed during FSW [162,173]. This often results in the activation of CDRX. Accordingly, grain structure evolution becomes a 
competition between DDRX and CDRX [38,162-164,167,169,173,174,184]. 
Remarkably, annealing twins in the final SZ microstructure typically exhibit a nearly ideal misorientation Σ3, i.e. they show no 
signs of accumulated plastic strain [102,126,162-164,167,169,172-174]. For instance, the grain boundary map showing the Σ3 
boundaries in the SZ in the friction stir welded super austenitic stainless steel in Fig. 20a. Therefore, it has been suggested that a 
significant portion of the DDRX occurs during the weld cooling cycle [163]. In copper, this has been confirmed by “stop-action” 
experiments [79,102,103,122,123,126]. 
It is important to note that the FSW processing window for the low-to-moderate SFE materials is relatively narrow, thus, a 
systematic investigation into the effect of welding temperature and/or cooling rate on microstructure evolution is difficult. 
Nevertheless, limited experimental data evidence points to an enhancement of CDRX (Fig. 20b) [102,162,164,171,174] and even the 
activation of mechanical twinning (Fig. 20c) [173] and/or micro-banding [121] at low FSW temperatures. In this context, it is worth 
noting that recent microstructural examinations of friction-stir welded TWIP steels revealed no significant twinning [172]. This 
Fig. 17. Irregular formation of clusters of LAGBs near the original HAGBs and grain interiors in the TMAZ of moderate to low SFE materials for (a) 
Cu-30Zn brass [174], (b) pure copper [38], (c) Cu-30Zn brass [173], and (d) single-crystal austenitic stainless steel [162]. All maps have the same 
coordinate system and color codes as shown in (a). Reproduced with permission from Elsevier and Taylor & Francis. 
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observation is believed to be due to the limited weldability of this material, which naturally restricts microstructural examination to 
welds at the relatively high-temperature range, as mentioned above. It is clear from the above that a characteristic of the micro-
structural evolution of low-to-moderate SFE materials during FSW is the significant role played by the DDRX in agreement with the 
accepted structural behavior of such materials under hot deformation discussed in Section 2.4. In austenitic steel joints, precipitation 
of sigma-phase [159,161,168] or δ-ferrite [156,160,165,170] is sometimes observed (Fig. 20d). Moreover, FSW of these materials 
often leads to extensive tool wear, which results in pronounced tool debris in the SZ [170-172]. The processes can lead to local grain 
refinement but the mechanism has not been studied. 
4.1.3. Hexagonal close-packed metals 
Microstructural evolution during FSW of HCP alloys has been studied for magnesium alloys [87,89,188-201], commercial purity 
titanium [35,202,203], and zirconium [204]. 
Fig. 18. Occurrence of DDRX and formation of bimodal grain structures during FSW of metals with low and medium SFEs: (a) IPF map of TMAZ in a 
friction stir welded 304 L austenitic stainless steels [126] showing grains formed by bulging mechanism (arrowed), (b) grain boundary map of the 
TMAZ in FSW Cu–30Zn brass [173] showing fine and equiaxed DDRX grains formed by bulging accompanied by Σ3 annealing twins (ellipse), (c) IPF 
map of the TMAZ in FSW Monel alloy, showing the formation of subgrains and transformation of LAGBs to HAGBs by CDRX (black arrow) and a 
DDRX grain (green arrow) formed by bulging accompanied by Σ3 twin boundary (green colored boundary) [184], other DDRX grains (red arrow) 
are formed by bulging accompanied by LAGBs (white colored boundary), (d) TEM image of TMAZ in a Cu-30Zn joint in which a bulged grain 
boundary and a Σ3 twin boundary form a new DDRX grain [38]. The grain boundary color codes are the same in (a-c) as shown in (b). Reproduced 
with permission from Elsevier and Taylor & Francis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
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The process of grain structure development within the TMAZ in these materials is found to be broadly similar to that in the low- 
SFE metals discussed above. Specifically, the initial stage of microstructural evolution at the relatively cold periphery of the TMAZ 
may involve pronounced mechanical twinning [87,89,190,194], as shown in Fig. 21a) and b). In contrast to the cubic crystals, 
however, it is a result of the limited number of available slip systems. Since the mechanical twinning is sensitive to grain size as well 
as to the crystallographic texture, this process can be greatly influenced by the initial material condition [193]. The boundaries of the 
mechanical twins are also unstable against the ongoing strain; thus, the twins gradually transform into irregularly shaped grains 
(Fig. 21a and b) [87]. In common with the low-SFE metals, a further increase in strain and temperature result in the concurrent 
development of CDRX and DDRX (Fig. 21c) and d)), often leading to a bimodal grain structure [35,87,89,189-191,195,196]. 
As shown in Fig. 22, FSW of HCP metals is characterized by exceptionally strong texture in the SZ [35,87,89,190-192], which can 
be in excess of 100x random in magnesium alloys [192]. Strong textures impose strict limitations on the grain-boundary mis-
orientations and thus may exert a considerable influence on grain-structure evolution. Specifically, the development of an extremely 
sharp {0001} 〈uvtw〉 B-fiber texture during FSW of magnesium alloys restricts the maximal allowable misorientation angle to 30°  
[87,190-192]. As a result, an extensive lowering of grain-boundary misorientations may occur [87,190-192]; this effect has been 
called “grain convergence” [35,87]. It is believed that this mechanism significantly contributes to the formation of the SZ micro-
structure in HCP metals [35,87,190-192]. As for cubic materials, microstructural coarsening can occur as the weld cools, which may 
affect the final grain size, texture strength and misorientation distribution [87,192]. 
The grain-structure evolution during FSW of HCP metals appears to be sensitive to the weld heat input with lower welding 
temperatures promoting mechanical twinning, but suppressing DDRX [87]. For instance, a high fraction of twins in the final SZ 
microstructure has been reported [194,202]. It is also noteworthy that FSW of commercial purity titanium may lead to pronounced 
tool wear [203], which may influence the formation of grain structure on a local scale. 
4.1.4. Multiphase alloys 
The microstructural behavior of alloys containing a significant (≥10 vol%) fraction of a second phase during FSW has been 
Fig. 19. The occurrence of CDRX by the transformation of LAGBs to HAGBs in the TMAZ during FSW of metals with low and medium SFEs; (a) 
single-crystal austenitic stainless steel [164], (b) Cu-30Zn brass alloy [173], (c) S31254 super austenitic stainless steel [163], and (d) commercial 
304L austenitic stainless steel joint [126]. The LAGBs and HAGBs are shown by red and black colors, respectively, in (a) and (b). In (c) and (d), 
LAGBs are indicated by green and white colors, respectively. HAGBs and LAGBs are shown by black and white colors, respectively in (d). Re-
produced with permission from Elsevier and Springer Nature. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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examined for duplex stainless steels [100,205,206], Ti-6Al-4V alloy [91,207-233] and Cu-Zn brass [234]. 
For duplex steels, FSW was found to result in substantial grain refinement in both the ferritic and austenitic phases [100,205]. In 
the ferrite, crystallographic measurements have revealed a typical simple-shear texture; thus, grain-refinement has been attributed to 
CDRX [100]. On the other hand, the texture evolved in the austenite was found to contain a significant fraction of Cube 
{001} 〈100〉 component, in addition to the typical simple-shear orientations [100]. It has been suggested, therefore, that CDRX in 
this phase was followed by the SRX during the weld cooling cycle [100]. 
In Ti-6Al-4V, microstructure evolution is influenced principally by the welding temperature. Below the β-transus, the micro-
structural changes are dominated by a substantial increase in the β phase fraction [207] and globularization occurring in the α phase, 
as shown in Fig. 23a [208-211]. The latter process has been reported to be driven by the CDRX, which involves a progressive 
development of LAGBs in the α phase and subsequent diffusional penetration of the β phase along these deformation-induced 
boundaries [211,212]. Despite the fact that the globularization mechanism has been found to be broadly similar to that operating 
during conventional thermo-mechanical processing of Ti-6Al-4V, the SZ microstructure is rather distinctive. The α phase is usually 
dominated by ultrafine grains [207,209,210,213-222] containing no remnants of the original structure (thus being completely 
globularized), being characterized by a nearly-random texture [213-216,222], as well as an exceptionally fraction of high HAGBs  
[213,226], however, the mechanism is unclear. It is also notable that the tool wear during FSW of Ti-6Al-4V may result in local 
precipitation of the β phase [207], since the typical tool materials (i.e., tungsten or cobalt) are β-stabilizing elements. 
During FSW of Cu-Zn brass, coarse β particles have been reported to promote PSN [234]. On the other hand, nano-scale dis-
persoids of this phase efficiently retard grain-boundary migration leading to an ultrafine-grained structure, as illustrated in Fig. 23b  
[234]. 
Fig. 20. (a) Grain boundary map of the SZ in the super austenitic stainless steel FSW [163], in which the annealing twins (green lines) exhibit a 
nearly-ideal ∑3 misorientation, (b) CDRX is promoted by increasing the heat input during FSW of Monel alloy [184]. Black arrows show the 
transformation of LAGBs to HAGBs, (c) formation of mechanical twins in Cu-30Zn brass (indicated by green colored boundaries) [173], (d) TEM 
image of the Cr rich carbides or sigma phases formed during FSW of 304 stainless steel [159]. The selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern of sigma 
phase is inset. The coordinate system and grain boundary color codes are the same in (a-c) as shown in (a). Reproduced with permission from 
Elsevier and Taylor & Francis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.) 
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4.1.5. Effect of phase transformations 
FSW of titanium alloys above the β-transus normally results in the β-transformed structure in the SZ. This typically consists of 
relatively fine (~10 μm) prior-β grains decorated by grain-boundary α and containing either α colonies with sandwiched α and β 
lamellae [91,93,212,220,222,225,228,235-243], or a basket-weave microstructure [91,220,231,239,244]. Usually, the phase 
transformation is believed to be governed by a diffusion mechanism, but sometimes development of α/ martensitic phase is reported  
[223,235,245]. The size of the β grains and α colonies are sensitive to FSW parameters; coarsening with an increase in the rotational 
speed or reduction in traverse speed [91,210,220,222,223,225,228,231,235,236,238,239,242,243,245-248]. This effect is usually 
explained in terms of a higher FSW temperature and longer exposure above the β transus [91]. On the other hand, an increase in the 
traverse speed enhances the cooling rate and thus results in the narrowing of α lamellae [210,235,239,245] and may even activate 
the martensitic transformation mechanism [223,235,245]. 
The α and β phases are normally found to be related via the Burgers orientation relationship, viz. {0 0 0 1} //{1 1 0} and 
< > < >1 1 2̄ 0 // 1 1 1 [91,94,211,241,244,249]. As a result, a very distinctive misorientation distribution forms in the α phase  
[239,244]. It is noteworthy that the phase transformation is sometimes reported to involve a relatively strict variant selection  
[94,244,249,250], but the origin of this effect is not completely clear. Orientation measurements in the α phase revealed the for-
mation of a transformation D1/D2 {112} 〈111〉 texture inherited from the severely deformed β phase [91,94,249,251]. 
To investigate microstructure evolution occurring directly during FSW, several attempts have been made to reconstruct the grain 
structure of the high-temperature β phase [91,94,211,241]; however, the results are somewhat contradictory. Specifically, Mironov 
et al. [241] have suggested that the grain structure evolution is governed by the geometrical effect of strain and grain subdivision. 
This is in line with the work by Davis et al. [94], where a prevalence of CDRX has been proposed. On the other hand, Pilchak et al.  
[91] have concluded that the β grains undergo a form of severe plastic deformation leading to little change in shape or size. 
The reconstruction of the texture of the high-temperature β phase usually reveals a D1/D2 {112} 〈111〉 simple shear texture  
[91,94]. In some cases, however, the formation of a recrystallized Cube {001} 〈100〉 texture has been reported [211]. The welded 
material may experience a secondary deformation in the α phase (perhaps, induced by the tool shoulder), which may give rise to P1 
< >{1̄ 1 0 0} 2̄ 1 1 0 simple shear texture [249]. 
Fig. 21. Microstructural characteristics during FSW of HCP metals; IPF maps of TMAZ in AZ31 alloy joints for a) high and b) low heat input 
conditions [87]. (a1, and b1) show the formation of mechanical twins towards the edge of the deformation zone, (a2, and b2) transformation of 
deformation twins to grains through CDRX (black arrows) and DDRX (black circles). TEM images of Mg–Al–Zn alloy joints [89] showing (c) DDRX 
(bulging mechanism), and (d) CDRX by the formation of dislocation walls. The coordinate system and IPF color codes are the same in (a) and (b) as 
shown in (a2). Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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The FSW of carbon steels often leads to a martensitic transformation in the SZ [252-268]. In some cases, however, bainitic-  
[252,261,264,269-273] or even pearlitic transformations [258] have been reported. The martensite laths produced in the SZ are 
characterized by a relatively large orientation spread and thus the martensitic transformation is difficult to quantify in terms of a 
particular orientation relationship [266,267]. This effect is sometimes attributed to the severe deformation experienced by the 
austenitic phase during FSW [266,267]. Similar to Ti-6Al-4V, the martensitic reaction in steels has been reported to involve a 
relatively strict variant selection [266,267]. The origin of this effect is not clear but one of the possible explanations may be a 
crystallographic texture evolved in the high-temperature austenite. Sometimes, a relatively high fraction of retained austenite is 
found in the SZ microstructure; this effect is also associated with the heavily strained nature of the austenitic phase [273,274]. A 
remarkable characteristic of the SZ microstructure is a ferrite layer at the former faying surfaces of the welded sheets [255,266]. 
It is interesting to note that recent microstructural examinations of TRIP steel friction stir welded joints have revealed no evidence 
Fig. 22. Grain convergence phenomena in the SZ of HCP metals. IPF maps and corresponding pole figures for SZs in AMX602 magnesium joints 
welded under a) low heat input and b) high heat input [193], (c) AZ31 magnesium joint [87], and (d) pure titanium joint [35]. This figure is 
reproduced from cited references. The coordinate system and IPF color codes are the same in (a-d). Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All 
rights reserved. 
Fig. 23. FSW of multiphase alloys; (a) backscattered electron images of the transition region between BM and SZ in Ti-6Al-4V FSW [211], (b) EBSD 
phase map from the SZ of a two phase brass, showing nano-sized secondary phases (green arrows) remaining on the grain boundaries after FSW  
[234]. Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.) 
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of strain-induced martensitic transformation [266,275,276]. This has been attributed to the limited weldability of such steels, which 
naturally restricted the observations of strain-induced microstructures to the relatively high-temperature range. 
As for titanium alloys, tool wear can affect microstructure evolution during FSW of carbon steels [257,261,274,277] as can 
extensive oxidization [257,261]. However, these effects have not been studied yet. 
A reconstruction of the prior-austenite grain structure has revealed a complex texture produced in this high-temperature phase 
during FSW, as shown in Fig. 24 [278]. It has been found to consist of a mixture of A1* (111)[1̄1̄2] and < >B B/ ¯ {1 1 2} 1 1 0 simple- 
shear components as well as of a rotated-cube recrystallization texture; this has been attributed to recrystallization occurring in the 
austenitic phase [278]. Moreover, evidence of the simple-shear texture has also been found in the martensitic phase; this effect has 
been explained in terms of secondary deformation experienced by the welded material during the weld cooling cycle [278]. 
4.2. Precipitation phenomena 
Most industrial alloys contain dispersed phases. Due to the very large strains, as well as high temperatures generated during FSW, 
the second-phase particles may undergo significant changes. FSW-induced precipitation phenomena have been studied primarily in 
heat-treatable aluminum and magnesium alloys. 
4.2.1. Aluminum alloys 
Many precipitation hardening Al alloys, especially Cu-rich ones, are difficult to weld by conventional fusion welding processes, 
mainly due to excessive microcracking caused by hot tearing in the molten zone, porosity and residual stresses [279-284]. As a result, 
FSW is an attractive joining technique for these materials. 
As indicated in Fig. 25, if the parent plate is in the high strength T6 state or the slightly overaged T7 state then precipitation 
effects are likely to lead to significant softening. Even for alloys in the naturally aged state (T3 or T4) coarse precipitates can form 
during welding in some locations, leading to local softening. More alloy-specific effects are discussed in detail below. 
4.2.1.1. 2xxx series aluminum alloys. Alloys of the 2xxx series are based on the Al-Cu system. Depending on the additional solutes 
Fig. 24. EBSD maps showing microstructure of SZ produced during FSW of API X80 pipeline steel; (a) the final martensitic phase, and (b) re-
constructed austenitic phase. Reprinted from [278]. Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature. 
Fig. 25. Schematic showing the effect of FSW on the hardness profile for precipitation hardened aluminium alloy plates originally in the T3 and T6 
tempers. 
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added to this binary alloy, they can be divided into three main sub-series showing different precipitation sequences: essentially binary 
Al-Cu such as AA2219, containing up to 6 wt% Cu and no other solute addition except the dispersoid-forming elements, Al-Cu-Mg 
based alloys such as AA2024, and Al-Cu-Li based alloys such as AA2050, AA2198, and AA2196. 
In binary Al-Cu alloys, the sequence of precipitation from the supersaturated solid solution (SSSS) involves the progressive 
formation of phases of increasing stability and decreasing coherence with the Aluminum matrix (for recent work see e.g. [285,286]):   
SSSS → GP I zones → GP II zones (θ″) → θ′ → θ (Al2Cu) 
Progression through this sequence depends strongly on time and temperature. GP I zones form preferentially at room tempera-
ture, while T6 and T8 peak-aging tempers mainly contain the θ′ phase, formed after artificial aging at temperatures around 
150–200 °C. The formation of θ′ phase is significantly enhanced by former plastic deformation due to heterogeneous nucleation on 
dislocations [287]. 
As shown in Fig. 26, when FSW in the T6 or T8 temper, these alloys undergo a combination of precipitate dissolution and 
coarsening [288]. In the highest Cu-containing alloys, coarse θ particles remain in the SZ due to incomplete solutionizing, while this 
effect is suppressed with lower solute content. In the HAZ and TMAZ, the initial θ′ precipitates experience progressive dissolution, 
coarsening and transition to the stable θ phase, leading to a loss of hardness. This cannot be recovered by a post-weld heat treatment, 
which leads to further coarsening of the precipitates formed in the affected zones [289]. 
In Al-Cu-Mg alloys, the sequence of precipitation is modified by the strong attractive interaction between Cu and Mg:   
SSSS → clusters / GPB zones → S (Al2CuMg) 
Fig. 26. TEM micrographs and associated SAD patterns along [100] zone axis across an AA2219-T8 FSW joint; (a) base metal; (b) HAZ-12 mm; (c) 
HAZ-10 mm; (d) HAZ-8 mm; (e) TMAZ; (f) SZ [288]. Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature. 
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In this alloy system, the formation of clusters / Guinier-Preston-Bagaryatsky (GPB) zones account for a large part of the hardening 
potential (~70%). During artificial aging at 150–200 °C, the hardness, therefore, rises very quickly (so-called rapid hardening effect)  
[290] while the formation of S-phase requires more time and leads to limited further hardening. The S-phase formation kinetics can 
be enhanced by a factor of 2–10 by plastic deformation realized either before, or during, aging [291]. 
Since these alloys are generally used in a T3 (naturally aged) temper for applications requiring a high toughness and fatigue 
resistance, the resulting FSW hardening profile (Fig. 25) shows a minimum on the HAZ/TMAZ boundary, with higher hardness in the 
BM and SZ [133]. The BM is efficiently hardened by the initial clusters / GPB zones, while the SZ is subjected to (almost) full 
dissolution and thus forms new GPB zones and hence a comparable hardness level. In the HAZ/TMAZ, S phase forms during welding 
due to the intermediate temperature, helped by the concurrent plastic deformation [133,291]. When welded in the T6 temper, the 
microstructure is similar in the SZ and HAZ/TMAZ, while the BM has a higher hardness, so that the contrast in mechanical properties 
along the weld is more pronounced [133]. 
Al-Cu-Li alloys are more complex. In addition to these three main elements, other minor solutes are generally added, such as Mg, 
Ag and/or Zn [292,293]. The precipitation sequence potentially includes phases from the two preceding alloy families (from the GP 
zone → θ sequence and from the GPB zone → S sequence), as well as two additional phases: the metastable δ′ (Al3Li) phase, and the 
stable T1 (Al2CuLi) phase. Other phases such as T2, TB, may form at relatively high temperatures in conditions relevant to FSW. The 
competition between the formation of all these phases depends both on the alloy composition, level of prior deformation, and aging 
temperature [294]. 
It is beyond the scope of this review to discuss the parameters that control the formation of these phases, however a few simple 
rules can be given. The most desirable phase in these alloys is the T1 phase. At an artificial aging temperature (~150 °C), T1 
precipitates preferentially on dislocations and is favored by minor additions of Mg, Ag and Zn. Under favorable conditions, T1 plates 
are slightly above 1 nm thick (1 unit cell) and their length can reach 100 nm [295]. At higher temperatures, they start to thicken and 
their contribution to strength is diminished. Precipitates of Al-Cu (GP zones, θ′) are generally found along with the T1 precipitates; 
their proportion is enhanced when the material lacks Mg [293], or lacks the dislocation density needed for the formation of T1 [296], 
resulting generally in slower precipitation kinetics and lower maximum strength. S-type precipitates also form in these alloys due to 
the presence of Mg and Cu [297]. Precursors of S phase are believed to precede the nucleation of T1 on dislocations [292], and in fully 
aged tempers S and T1 are often found together. The contribution of these S phases to strength is unclear, it may provide a significant 
contribution. δ′ precipitates are found when the Li content is higher than ~1.3 wt% [298]. They are spherical and coherent with the 
matrix up to large sizes. Their contribution to strength is generally considered as moderate, but they may have an influence on other 
properties such as fatigue propagation. 
The microstructure of AA2050 alloy, which has a relatively low Li content, has been thoroughly investigated. When in the T8 
temper, the FSW process results in precipitate dissolution and coarsening [130]. In the HAZ/TMAZ, precipitates initially of 1 unit cell 
experience thickening and the hardness drops. In the SZ, depending on the welding parameters, the initial precipitates are fully 
dissolved, and a new population of sub-nanometer sized clusters forms during post-welding natural aging (Fig. 27); their hardening 
effect is significantly lower than that of T1 precipitates in the BM. 
When welded in the T3 temper, the microstructure may remain relatively homogeneous after welding, consisting of a distribution 
Fig. 27. Distribution of precipitates in the cross-section of an AA2050-T8 weld determined by SAXS mapping; (a) volume fraction (in A.U.) of T1 
precipitates (b) thickness of T1 precipitates (in Å) (c) volume fraction of sub-nanometer scale clusters (in A.U.). Adapted from [130]. Reproduced 
with permission from Taylor & Francis. 
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of sub-nanometer sized clusters [131]. This can be related to the relatively sluggish precipitation kinetics of the T1 phase as compared 
to the S phase. If the welding is realized under conditions where the time at high temperature is sufficiently short, precipitation of 
coarse phases during welding can be avoided almost completely. Thus, it is of interest to evaluate whether a homogeneous precipitate 
microstructure can be obtained from this T3W (T3 temper welded) state by post-weld heat treatment. It has been found, however, 
that classical precipitation treatments were ineffective in forming T1 precipitates in the SZ, due to the absence of sufficient dis-
locations after dynamic recrystallization [131]. This problem could be solved by applying a deformation after welding in the T3 state, 
resulting in a fully homogeneous hardness distribution, although this solution may not be very practical. When welding is performed 
during two passes, the microstructure resulting from the first pass is further modified by the second thermo-mechanical treatment 
applied, resulting in an even more complex distribution of precipitates [132]. 
4.2.1.2. 6xxx series aluminum alloys. Alloys of the 6xxx series, i.e. Al-Mg-Si alloys, form metastable precursors and the stable 
β(Mg2Si) or the Q(Al5Cu2Mg8Si6) phase. Two types of 6xxx series alloys should be distinguished as far as their precipitation sequence 
is concerned: low Cu content alloys and high Cu content alloys. Alloys presenting an excess Si may also form a pure Si phase. In low 
Cu alloys, the supersaturated solid solution (SSSS) decomposes in the following sequence [299,300]:   
SSSS → clusters → GP zones → β″ → β′ → β(Mg2Si) 
where β″ precipitates are needle-shaped oriented along 〈100〉Al with a monoclinic structure. β′ precipitates are rod-shaped also 
oriented along 〈100〉Al with a hexagonal crystal structure. β is a platelet with a face cubic centered structure incoherent with the Al 
matrix. In the high strength T6 state, these alloys contain a large density of β″ precipitates [300,301] typically ~25 nm in length and 
~6 nm in diameter in a 6005A-T6 alloy [300]. 
When FSW is performed on alloys in the T6 temper, fine β″ precipitates are dissolved in the HAZ, while the larger precipitates are 
transformed to large β′ precipitates. Thus, the precipitate density is significantly reduced [299,301-304]. Simar et al. [303] have 
shown that in a hot 6005A-T6 weld (low traverse speed) the precipitates in the HAZ are twice the size of those in a colder weld (high 
speed). After a post-weld T6 heat treatment (PWHT), new β″ precipitates are formed from the supersaturated solid solution due to the 
prior welding process [305]. 
In the SZ, the precipitates have dissolved and the dispersoids can only be observed by TEM [303]. Differential scanning calori-
metry (DSC) reveals that a large number of GP zones form after post-weld natural aging in the SZ [303]. Rodrigues et al. [306] 
discussed the effect of the higher dislocation density in the SZ on the possibility of heterogeneous precipitation. 
In the Al-Mg-Si-Cu alloys (i.e. Cu rich 6xxx series alloys), the supersaturated solid solution (SSSS) decomposes in the following 
sequence [299,300]:   
SSSS → clusters → GP zones → β″ → β′ + Q → β(Mg2Si) + Q 
where Q precipitates are hexagonal lath-like precipitates with their long direction along 〈100〉Al. The 6056 alloy is a common alloy 
presenting Q phase precipitation. The precipitate evolution in these alloys during FSW has been extensively studied [61,307,299]. 
In the Al6056-T4 alloy parent material, only coarse dispersoids may be observed by classical TEM [307], but the alloy contains GP 
zones formed during the room temperature aging following the solution treatment of the alloy. The HAZ comprises two distinct 
zones, as revealed by the hardness profile in Fig. 28a [299]. As the weld line is approached, there is initially a drop in hardness due to 
the partial dissolution of GP zones. Closer to the weld line, the hardness rises due to the heterogeneous precipitation of fine β″ 
precipitates on dislocations, see Fig. 28b [299]. At the border between the TMAZ and the HAZ, a more significant drop in hardness is 
observed due to the heterogeneous precipitation of coarse (65 nm long/15 nm in diameter) Q phases on dislocations or dispersoids  
[307] being somewhat finer on the retreating side of the weld [61]. Towards the inner region of the TMAZ, the hardness rises sharply 
as more and more dissolution of alloying elements enables a reprecipitation of GP zones during post-weld natural aging [299] thereby 
recovering the base material T4 hardness. 
In the T6 initial state, Al6056 alloy contains a large amount of fine (hardening) β″ precipitates. In the TMAZ, (65–90 nm long/ 
10 nm diameter) Q-type precipitates are observed [307]. Similarly to the 6056-T4 SZ, the 6056-T6 SZ only presents remaining 
dispersoids [61,307]. However, after a T6 post-weld heat treatment, fine β″ are retrieved, but tend to precipitate heterogeneously on 
dislocations in the SZ [307]. 
In the initial T78 state, Al6056 contains a homogeneous precipitation of β″ and (68 nm in length/5 nm in diameter) Q. [299]. In 
the HAZ, the hardness drops (Fig. 28a) due to the growth of the base material precipitates and their dissolution. A few new pre-
cipitates form on dispersoids. In the TMAZ a few huge precipitates have grown on dispersoids (Fig. 28c), but most precipitates have 
dissolved and form GP zones upon room temperature aging [299]. In the SZ, the precipitates have entirely dissolved and GP zones 
have formed, recovering the T4 hardness (Fig. 28a). 
4.2.1.3. 7xxx series aluminum alloys. 7xxx series alloys, i.e. Al-Zn-Mg alloys, are strengthened by metastable precursors and the stable 
η phase. In these alloys, the supersaturated solid solution (SSSS) decomposes in the following sequence [308]: 
SSSS → GP zones (I or II) → η′ (MgZn2) → η (MgZn2) 
GP (I) and GP (II) zones dissolve at 100 °C and 125 °C, respectively [281]. Above these temperatures, η′ and η precipitates may 
form [282]. Both are hexagonal phases being semi-coherent and incoherent with the Al matrix, respectively. In these alloys, the 
equilibrium precipitation grows favorably at grain boundaries. This leads to the depletion in Mg and Zn alloying elements near the 
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grain boundary [309], resulting in a precipitate free zone (PFZ) a few tens of nm in width [135,310]. Heterogeneous rod-shaped grain 
boundary precipitates are also formed typically being 50 nm or smaller [135,311], see Fig. 29a. Base materials are generally in either 
T3, T6 or T7 states [309,310]. The T3 state is characterized by a high density of GP zones [128]. In the peak aged T6 state, typically 
10 nm size intragranular strengthening precipitates (GP(II) zones [281,135]) are observed in addition to the larger intergranular 
grain boundary precipitates [281,310,311], see Fig. 29a. In the slightly over-aged state (typically T79), fine precipitates are also 
observed identified by TEM as mainly η precipitates with some coexisting η′ precipitates [128]. 
The HAZ is characterized by peak temperatures of ~250–475 °C [311] causing small intragranular precipitates to dissolve and larger 
ones to grow [135,312,313], see Fig. 29b. The fine precipitates have been identified as η′ and η by TEM diffraction pattern analysis  
[281,135]. Using SAXS mapping, Dumont et al. [128] did not find a significant increase in precipitate size in the HAZ, but did find that the 
volume fraction of precipitates tends to gradually drop in the HAZ of a 7449-T79 weld. The grain morphology is unchanged in that region 
of the weld, i.e. similar to the base material elongated grains. Increasing the heat input (lower advancing speed and larger rotational speed) 
leads to a wider HAZ [128] and larger precipitates [309] as more time is spent at high temperature. The larger grain boundary precipitates 
also tend to grow, increasing the precipitate free zone to more than 100 nm [135,281,310], see Fig. 29b. If the base material is in the T3 
state, the HAZ is characterized by newly formed precipitates, most probably η precipitates [128]. 
The TMAZ presents mainly precipitate growth and a suppression of η′ precipitates in favor of only equilibrium precipitates  
[128,135], Fig. 29c. Yuqing et al. [282] have shown by high-resolution TEM that the fine precipitates in the TMAZ of a 7075-T6 weld 
are S(Al2CuMg), η and T(AlMgZn2). The high dislocation density due to the large plastic deformation in this region of the weld  
[135,281,310] favors the nucleation of additional precipitates. Dumont et al. [128] demonstrated by SAXS that this region does not 
show any additional precipitate dissolution compared to the HAZ. Closer to the SZ, only very few precipitates are found inside the 
grains, while grain boundary precipitation is enhanced [128,135], see Fig. 29d. 
The SZ comprises bands of fine (5–10 µm) and very fine (3–5 µm) recrystallized grains of low dislocation density [311]. Grain 
boundary precipitates are even larger than in the TMAZ [135], see Fig. 29e. Scarce 100 nm-400 nm size MgZn2 precipitates are found 
Fig. 28. (a) Mid-thickness hardness profiles obtained on the cross-section of 6056 T4 and T78 welds. (b) TEM observation of the fine heterogeneous 
β″precipitation on dislocations in the HAZ of a 6056-T4 weld, (c) TEM observation of the coarse heterogeneous Q-phase precipitation on dispersoids 
in the TMAZ of a 6056-T78 weld [299]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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but no small η′ and η strengthening precipitates are evident from SAXS or TEM as the peak temperature exceeds the solvus tem-
perature of these precipitates [128,310,311,313]. The supersaturated solid solution resulting from the precipitate dissolution results 
in the subsequent formation of fine GP(I) zones during room temperature aging [128,135,281]. In a 7449-T79 weld these precipitates 
reach 0.9 nm in size and 4% in volume fraction [128]. After very long room temperature aging times (years) GP(II) precipitates and a 
few η′ precipitates may even form [281]. 
4.2.2. Magnesium alloys 
Similar to aluminum alloys, many commercially important magnesium alloys depend on the controlled precipitation of second 
phase particles to achieve their properties. However, the effect of FSW on precipitation in magnesium alloys has been less well 
characterized than that in aluminum alloys, but shows many common features despite the differences in the crystal structure (e.g. hcp 
rather than fcc): in particular, rapidly nucleating GP zones giving way to metastable phases and finally stable precipitates as the 
microstructure approaches its equilibrium condition [314]. A notable exception to this is the commercially dominant Mg-Al system 
(e.g. AZ91) where the equilibrium precipitate forms directly from the solid solution, but is not a very effective strengthener [315]. 
A key difference between the behavior of precipitate forming aluminum and magnesium alloys is the far greater contribution that 
precipitates make to the strength of aluminum alloys compared to magnesium [314]. As a result, friction stir welding has a less severe 
Fig. 29. Precipitate distribution across the zones of a 7050-T651 FSW; (a) BM, (b) HAZ, (c) TMAZ close to HAZ, (d) TMAZ close to SZ and (e) the SZ  
[135]. The homogenously distributed precipitates inside the grains are η′ or η precipitates while the larger grain boundary precipitates are equi-
librium precipitates (S, η or T). Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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effect on the strength of magnesium compared to aluminum. For example, the hardness in the softest region (in the HAZ) for 
magnesium alloys is rarely less than 70% of the parent hardness [316], whereas in 7xxx aluminum alloys it can be less than 50% of 
the parent. This is partly because the precipitates that form in magnesium alloys are generally larger and more widely spaced than in 
aluminum [314], and secondly, because the most powerful precipitate strengthening elements (i.e. the rare-earth elements in alloys 
such as WE43) are also highly effective strengtheners when in solid solution [317]. Furthermore, magnesium alloys are more ef-
fectively strengthened by grain refinement than aluminum alloys such that the grain refining effect of FSW in the SZ can overcome 
any loss in strength due to dissolution of strengthening precipitates. 
Since precipitation is less important to the strength of magnesium alloys than aluminum alloys, industry pays far less attention to 
optimizing the precipitate distribution. In addition, magnesium alloy usage is dominated by cast alloys. Therefore, the micro-
structures of magnesium alloys prior to friction stir welding often contain high fractions of second phase at grain boundaries as 
eutectic formed on solidification. 
Given that FSP and FSW can both have similar effects on the precipitates in magnesium, relevant literature from work on FSP will 
also be considered here. Examples of hardness profiles obtained after FSW of two different age hardenable commercial magnesium 
alloys are shown in Fig. 30a [316,318]. Although this alloy is precipitation strengthened, they have little effect on the overall 
hardness with the grain refinement in the SZ having a stronger effect than the precipitate dissolution. There is no significant loss of 
hardness in the TMAZ or HAZ due to precipitate dissolution or coarsening since the precipitates in the starting material are already 
large and widely spaced [315], providing only slightly more strength than the solute from which they form. In contrast, WE43 derives 
a much greater fraction of its strength from a fine precipitate distribution, so that the dissolution and coarsening of these precipitates 
leads to a marked reduction in hardness in the HAZ. The increase in hardness in the SZ is due to the grain refinement in this region. 
Detailed analysis of the precipitation behavior across different weld zones has received little attention in magnesium alloys, 
however, in alloys where precipitation strengthening is particularly important (e.g. WE43) there have been a number of studies (e.g.  
[316,320,321]). A calculation of the equilibrium phase fractions in such an alloy and the range of maximum peak temperatures 
estimated for typical FSW parameters [316] are shown in Fig. 31a. It can be seen that the expected peak temperature lies below the 
solvus temperature for the equilibrium precipitate phase (Mg41RE5), therefore, full solutionization of this phase is not expected. 
Indeed, in common with most magnesium alloys originally developed for cast applications, there is often no temperature window 
where full precipitate dissolution can occur in the solid state. Therefore, the microstructures after FSW comprise a coarse equilibrium 
precipitate phase mostly located at the grain boundaries after dynamic recrystallization (see Fig. 31 b and c [316]). 
There is now strong evidence that melting can play a significant role in the evolution of microstructure during FSW of some 
magnesium alloys [322,323]. This is particularly the case for the most widely used Mg-Al alloys (e.g. AM60, AZ91). Since these alloys 
are mainly used in cast form, they have a high fraction of eutectic phase on solidification. The temperature reached during FSW is 
sufficiently high to produce eutectic melting which has been confirmed by stop-action studies [322]. 
4.3. Other materials 
4.3.1. Metal matrix composites 
Due to their unique mechanical properties, metal matrix composites (MMCs) attract significant industrial interest. However, they 
are difficult to join by conventional fusion techniques, due either to reaction between reinforcements and matrix, or to decomposition 
of the reinforcements in the molten pool. In this context, FSW is a promising option. 
An important characteristic of friction-stir welded MMC is a relatively uniform reinforcement distribution. Indeed, FSW can even 
improve the distribution [324], perhaps due to the intrinsic stirring effect. On the other hand, local clustering of the reinforcement or 
even their alignment along the flow lines of the stirred material is sometimes reported [325,326]. Very often, a fragmentation of 
relatively coarse reinforcements is observed in the SZ [327-333]. As expected, no evidence of interface reaction is typically found, but 
local cracking in these locations may occur [324]. Drastic grain refinement in the metal matrix is normally observed [325,329,331- 
335]. In aluminum MMCs, this effect is often attributed to the CDRX [324]. In the age-hardenable alloys, FSW may lead to dissolution 
and/or coarsening of constituent particles as discussed in Section 4.2.1 [329,334,335]. 
Fig. 30. Cross weld hardness profiles for (a) AZ91 [318] and WE43 [316]. Typical precipitate distributions in the parent material for (b) AZ91 [315] 
and (c) WE43 [319]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier and Springer Nature. All rights reserved. 
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4.3.2. High-entropy alloys 
High-entropy alloys (HEA) represent an emerging class of structural materials. They contain a minimum of five principal alloying 
elements in near-equimolar composition but crystallize as a single phase. The feasibility of FSW high entropy alloys has been ex-
tensively studied over the last five years and the microstructural changes occurring during FSW are briefly summarized below. 
Microstructural evolution as a result of FSW has been studied in CoFeNiCrMn alloys [336-340], CoFeNiCrMo alloys [341], 
AlCoCrFeNi alloys [342-347] as well as in the iron-based FeMnCoCrSi alloys [341,348-353]. In most cases, the final SZ micro-
structure has been found to be dominated by the FCC phase [336-347]. In the iron-based alloys, however, the final microstructure 
additionally included a minor fraction of HCP phase [348-353]. 
Typically, FSW leads to drastic grain refinement [336,338,340,342,343,345-354] and this is often explained in terms of DRX  
[336,346,347,354]. Zhu et al. [354] have suggested that the microstructural evolution is broadly similar to that observed in cubic 
metals of low SFE. In other words, there is a competition between DDRX and CDRX. These processes can also be affected by the wear 
of the welding tool [337,338,341,347,354], resulting in the formation of a particularly fine-grained microstructure attributed to the 
PSN [337,354]. In the iron-based FeMnCoCrSi alloys, microstructure evolution is additionally complicated by the extensive phase 
transformations [341,348-353], but details of this process are unclear. 
5. Microstructural evolution during dissimilar FSW 
Numerous industrial applications, particularly those in the transport industry, require joining of dissimilar materials to derive 
benefits in terms of low cost, design flexibility and weight reduction. FSW has great potential for obtaining sound joints for various 
dissimilar alloy systems, particularly where the metals have different physical or mechanical properties, which are very difficult, or 
impossible, to weld using conventional fusion welding techniques. Unsurprisingly while the FSW of dissimilar materials having 
similar physical and mechanical properties, such as Al-alloy to Al-alloy, are relatively easy to implement it becomes much more 
difficult to apply this technique to dissimilar materials combinations with sharply differing properties, such as Al-alloy to Mg-alloy or 
Al-alloy to steel. Nevertheless, FSW of Al-alloys to steels has already been implemented for mass production of automotive structural 
components. Further expanding it to joining of dissimilar materials combinations such as Al-alloys to Mg-alloys or Mg-alloys to steels, 
may lead to further weight savings. 
The recovery and recrystallization processes, phase transformations, and precipitation phenomena during dissimilar FSW are 
generally similar to the mechanisms discussed in Section 4. As a result, this section focuses primarily on the interfacial region and the 
formation of intermetallic compounds (IMCs). Alongside the usual FSW parameters, there are some important additional parameters 
to be considered when welding dissimilar systems, such as which material is placed on the advancing side (AS)/retreating side (RS), 
which can strongly affect the final microstructure of the SZ [355,356]. 
5.1. FSW of dissimilar alloys 
5.1.1. Dissimilar aluminum alloys 
A wide range of SZ microstructures can be obtained including complex intercalated lamellar structures (vortex-like cell structure 
or onion ring) [357-364] when the intermixing is good, whereas more asymmetric weld regions are observed if the intermixing is not 
Fig. 31. (a) Calculated equilibrium phase fractions for WE43, indicating the estimated peak temperature reached during FSW (with rotation speeds 
600–800 RPM and a welding speed of 102 mm/min) [316], the distribution of large second phase particles in (b) the SZ and (c) the TMAZ [316]. 
Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature. 
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sufficient (see Fig. 32). These comprise distinguishable zones typical of the respective similar aluminum alloy welds discussed in 
section 4. 
At a finer scale, another interesting microstructural characteristic of dissimilar aluminum alloy joints is the formation of finer 
grains at the interface between the two materials in the SZ [365]. Fig. 33a and b show the finer grains in the interface of the dissimilar 
AA2024-AA7075 FSW joints. The origin of this behavior is not clear; however, it seems to be due to a large amount of deformation in 
this area. In the same joints, in the colder periphery of the deformed zone, many LAGBs or subgrains have been detected (Fig. 33c and 
d), which confirms the occurrence of DRV and CDRX. 
5.1.2. Dissimilar magnesium alloys 
There are relatively few reports looking at the FSW of dissimilar magnesium alloys [367-372]. For dissimilar FSW of AZ31/AZ80  
[367] and ZG61/AZ91D [370] (see Fig. 34), it has been suggested that the material with superior plastic deformability (AZ31) should 
be placed on the RS. In contrast, in the case of AZ31-AZ91 dissimilar joints, defect-free joints have been produced by placing the 
lower high-temperature strength AZ31 Mg alloy on AS side [369]. In addition, it has been reported that fine grains are formed in the 
SZ containing distributed β (Mg17Al12) phases. In dissimilar FSW of ZK60-AZ31 [368] and AZ31-AM60 [371] magnesium alloys, it 
has been reported that the plate positioning had no significant effect on joint soundness. 
Some microstructural characteristics of dissimilar magnesium alloys are illustrated in Fig. 35. It is evident from Fig. 35a-f, that 
sound joints without defects can be produced in dissimilar AM60-AZ31 magnesium alloys. The SZ of the joint exhibits a macroscopic 
“bowl-like” morphology. The grains in SZ are significantly refined by DRX. The grains in the SZ and TMAZ are favorably orientation 
for basal slip (grain convergence phenomena) and extension twinning, respectively. In addition, Fig. 35g shows that no intermetallic 
compound is formed at the interface of dissimilar FSWed magnesium alloy. In general, the texture and microstructural evolution were 
similar to what is observed in similar FSW of magnesium welds (see section 4). 
Fig. 32. Macrographs showing: a, and b) AA6061-AA7075 dissimilar joints welded at a rotational speed of 1200 rpm and a traverse speed of 180 mm/min 
with AA6061 placed on the RS and the AS, respectively. Reproduced from [359]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
Fig. 33. IPF maps of the interface area in the dissimilar AA2024-AA7075 joints at different conditions at the center of SZ (a and b), and colder 
periphery of SZ (c and d). The yellow dashed lines indicate the interface between the dissimilar materials in the SZ. The arrows show the occurrence 
of DRV and CDRX. Reproduced from [366]. The coordinate system, scale bar, and IPF color codes are the same in (a-d) as illustrated in (d). 
Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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5.1.3. Dissimilar copper alloys 
Defect-free dissimilar Cu-joints can be readily fabricated [373-375]. Cu has successfully be joined to brass leading to both CDRX 
and DDRX in the SZ [373,375]. Brass contains finer grain sizes compared to copper in the SZ due to its lower SFE, which promotes 
DDRX [373]. Cu to bronze friction stir welds [374] also exhibit DRX in the SZ without welding defects. 
The microstructural evolution in the interfacial region during dissimilar FSW of Cu-brass is shown schematically in Fig. 36. 
Initially, large pre-existing oxides on the surfaces of the base materials (Fig. 36a) fragment into small particles (Fig. 36b) due to the 
existence of compressive forces perpendicular to the interface and shear forces, which deforms material parallel to the interface. In 
this step, fresh surfaces, i.e. oxide-free surfaces, are generated (Fig. 36b). A joint then forms between the fresh copper and brass 
surfaces aided by the compressive force, while leaving the small oxide particles distributed on the interface local to which voids can 
persist (Fig. 36c). In the next step, the difference between the dislocation densities or internal energy between the opposing sides of 
the interface (Fig. 36d) results in a strain-induced migration of boundaries. Thus, the voids are distinguished and the dispersed oxides 
become enveloped by the growing grains (Fig. 36e). Finally, by further strain induced migration of grain boundaries, a sound 
interface without any oxide particles is achieved (Fig. 36f) [375]. 
5.1.4. Dissimilar steels 
Joining of dissimilar steels having differing properties is required in many applications; however, significant challenges remain. 
The incompatibility can lead to solidification cracking, hydrogen cracking, and formation of brittle products and different residual 
stresses relative to similar metal welds. Several studies have examined the microstructures of dissimilar steel welds [111,376-393] 
and include structural steels such as St37 to St44 and St37 to St52 [376,377,394]. Neither of these combinations exhibited a distinct 
TMAZ and the characteristic onion rings were observed only in the SZ of St37-St44 joints since they have a similar microstructure. 
Moreover, the microstructure of the SZ for St37-St52 joints comprised complex structures such as Widmanstatten ferrite, fer-
rite + carbide aggregate and grain boundary ferrite. However, the fact that Widmanstatten ferrite is dominant in the SZ is due to the 
relatively low cooling rate of the welded region. Furthermore, very fine equiaxed grains (grain size being about 1 μm) were observed 
in the root region of the SZ [376]. 
A number of studies have examined the joining of structural steels to stainless steels [111,378-385]. These include joining of AISI 
type 304 austenitic stainless steel and St37 steel [378,379], welding of 2205 duplex stainless steel (DSS) and S275 low C-Mn 
Fig. 34. Macrographs showing the cross-sections of dissimilar ZG61-AZ91 FSW joints as a function of rotation and traverse speeds [370]. All the 
joints obtained by placing AZ91 on the AS are defective due to poor plasticity of AZ91. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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structural steel [380], and welding of AISI 316 stainless steel and low C steel [381]. Typically, the conventional HAZ, TMAZ and SZ 
regions are evident on both sides of the joints, with the center of the welds having alternating bands of both materials, although no 
clear HAZ is seen on the austenitic steel side. In the case of dissimilar DSS-S275 joints, the fine and equiaxed grain structure in the SZ 
is due to the occurrence of DRX in ferrite and austenite phases. CDRX in ferrite phase of both DSS and S275 steels, and DDRX in 
austenite of S275 are the main mechanisms during grain structure formation [111]. The stirring process leads to the formation of 
complex interlocking features in the middle of the SZ. Moreover, the temperature in the center of the SZ lies between Ac1 and Ac3 
during welding, resulting in a minor ferrite-to-austenite phase transformation in the S275 steel, and no changes in the fractions of 
ferrite and austenite in the DSS [111]. It is also reported for type 304 austenitic stainless - St37 steel joints that the SZ has a mixed 
microstructure containing different types of ferrite with colonies of ferrite and cementite, indicating DRX is taking place in the SZ of 
304 stainless steel and phase transformation is occurring in that of St37 steel [378,379]. Moreover, in the case of 304 austenitic 
stainless - Q235 low carbon steel joints, FSW results in grain refinement in the SZ and TMAZ on the SS304 side [382]. The acicular 
ferrite and pearlite and some products of displacive transformations such as Widmanstatten ferrite and martensite are generated in 
the SZ on the Q235 steel side, which is due to the peak temperature exceeding Ac3. It is also observed that the amount of acicular 
ferrite decreases in the TMAZ. Finally, the HAZ on the structural steel side shows partially and fully refined microstructures like those 
in fusion welding processes. In addition, compressive residual stress is formed in the SZ due to the difference in expansion coefficient 
between the two steels. 
Friction stir butt welding of structural steel and ferritic stainless steel shows a characteristic onion ring structure comprising 
alternate bands of both steels [383]. No distinct TMAZ is exhibited by the joint, and the microstructure of the SZ on structural steel 
side exhibits fine ferrite, pearlite and martensite grains indicating that the peak temperature exceeds Ac3 during FSW. UNS S31603 
austenitic stainless steel - UNS S32750 super-duplex stainless steel joints have been produced by placing the higher strength super 
duplex steel on the AS [386]. The HAZ is indistinct while the SZ, TMAZ, and BM are well defined, with no bimetallic vortices in the SZ 
Fig. 35. Microstructural evolution during dissimilar FSW of AZ31-AM60 magnesium alloys. (a) macrograph of weld cross-section, (b-f) 
Corresponding IPF maps of the regions indicated in (a). (g) Backscattered electron SEM image of interface in ZG61-AZ91D joint with superimposed 
elemental EDS line scans of Mg, Al, Mn, and Zn. Reproduced from [370,371]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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and a well-defined interface between both materials. Sound oxide-dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloy - F82H martensitic steel joints 
can be produced when the ODS plate is set on the AS and the FSW tool is plunged into the F82H [387]. During FSW, CDRX occurs in 
the ODS, while the F82H steel undergoes phase transformation [395]. 
5.2. FSW of dissimilar metals 
5.2.1. Dissimilar welding of aluminum alloys to magnesium alloys 
The conventional welding of Mg and Al alloys is very challenging, giving rise to the formation of coarse grains, massive brittle 
intermetallic compounds (IMCs), a large HAZ, solidification cracking, porosity, and evaporative loss of the alloying elements [396- 
398]. Among these difficulties, the formation of brittle Al-Mg based IMCs is particularly problematic due to the extensive inter-
solubility [399]. Al-Mg dissimilar welds are also highly susceptible to constitutional liquation [397,398,400-405] due to the for-
mation of a low melting point eutectic phase at 450 °C. This leads to local hot cracking in regions where IMCs are formed affecting 
weld integrity [404,405]. This also favors the excessive formation of IMCs due to higher reactivity in the liquid state [401]. This is 
particularly evident in joints made with too much heat input [398,399,402]. Al3Mg2 and Al12Mg17 IMCs have been found during Al- 
Mg dissimilar FSW, and their amount and thickness depend on the heat input [396-398,406,407]. The macrostructure and micro-
structures of a dissimilar AZ31 Mg alloy and AA6061 Al alloy joint are illustrated in Fig. 37, showing the formation of IMCs in the 
interface of the dissimilar metals. 
It is clear that the heat input during FSW should be kept as low as possible in order to limit the amount and thickness of IMCs 
formed and to improve the overall joint quality [399]. Furthermore, better intermixing is achieved when Al is placed on the RS and 
the tool offset is towards the Mg side [408,409]. This condition improves the joint quality [408-410], because it reduces the heat 
input and limits the formation of brittle IMCs [398,402,410]. A complex pin and shoulder geometry can also enhance material flow  
[398]. 
The weld parameters also affect the joint macrostructure giving rise to three types of bond [399], namely a distinct boundary 
(Type I); a lamellar structure with a distinct boundary (Type II), and a complex intercalated lamellar structure with a distinct 
boundary (Type III), as shown in Fig. 38 [399]. Inappropriate welding parameters causing inadequate heat input result in the 
formation of a Type I interface which displays negligible intermixing of Al and Mg alloys. Such joints will fracture at the interface due 
to the concentration of brittle IMCs there [411-413]. Masoudian et al. [414] investigated AA6061 and AZ31 dissimilar welds and 
observed vortex flow-like intercalated microstructure in the SZ, which may be characterized as a Type III. Of the three types of 
interface, Type III is the most desirable for better joint performance as this complex interface structure will impede crack propagation  
[399]. 
Further welding strategies have also been applied to FSW of the Al-Mg system. One is the use of an interlayer (i.e., barrier sheet), 
for instance, a Zn interlayer during FSW of dissimilar AA6061 Al-alloy to AZ31 Mg-alloy, to improve joint quality [415]. Zn causes 
Fig. 36. Schematic of different steps of interfacial evolution during FSW of Cu-brass dissimilar joints. Reprinted from [375]. Reprinted with per-
mission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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the formation of Zn-Mg IMC, which disperses in the interface of the joint instead of continuous Al-Mg IMCs, as shown in Fig. 39a and 
b. A Ni interlayer introduces less brittle Ni-based intermetallic phases in the SZ instead of Al12Mg17 [416]. Recently, a plasma 
electrolytic oxidation (PEO) interlayer has been used to improve the Al-Mg dissimilar FSW joints [417]. The PEO layer on the Mg 
prohibits and postpones the reaction between the Mg and Al, and hence it reduces the thickness of the Al-Mg IMCs in the interface 
area. In addition, during FSW, the PEO interlayer breaks up into particles, and then disperses in the interface. Another approach has 
been to limit the heat input so as to limit the formation of brittle IMCs; for example, by underwater FSW (UFSW) [418,419] or 
Fig. 37. Formation of IMCs in the SZ of an AA6061-AZ31 dissimilar FSW joint showing the presence of (a) Al12Mg17 IMC, and (b) 
Al3Mg2 + Al12Mg17 IMCs in the joint. Reproduced from [403] with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
Fig. 38. Schematic showing the three characteristic joint microstructures observed in dissimilar Al-Mg joints; (a) Type I, distinct boundary, (b) Type 
II, lamellar structure with distinct boundary, and (c) Type III, complex intercalated lamellar structure. Reprinted from [399] with permission from 
Taylor & Francis. 
Fig. 39.. SEM micrographs showing the effect of interlayer on interfacial microstructure of dissimilar FSW joints: (a) AZ31B Mg/7075-T6 Al without 
any interlayer, and (b) AZ31B Mg/7075-T6 Al with a Zn interlayer. Reproduced form [423] with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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externally cooled FSW [420-422]. 
Several researchers [424-427] have also reported that joint performance can be improved when ultrasonic vibration assisted FSW 
(UAFSW) is used to join Al-alloy and Mg-alloys. The use of ultrasonic vibration during FSW is said to promote better material flow 
and the formation of homogeneous intercalated lamellae distributed in the SZ region (similar to Type III, Fig. 38) and significantly 
reduces the IMCs layer thickness [424-427]. Lv et al. [426,427] reported that the conventional FSW Al/Mg weld interface constitutes 
an intermetallic bi-layer of Al3Mg2 and Al12Mg17, whereas the application of ultrasonic vibration together with tool offset towards the 
Mg side reduced the bi-layer to a Al3Mg2 mono-layer of reduced overall thickness, thus enhancing joint strength. Combining ul-
trasonic vibration with a Zn interlayer has been reported to give rise to better microstructural features [423,428,429]. 
5.2.2. Dissimilar welding of aluminum alloys to copper alloys 
The joining of Al to Cu has attracted much attention in the past decade because the low heat input compared to fusion welding 
avoids, or limits, IMC formation which can cause premature failure along the interface [156]. Many different IMCs have been 
observed but the most generally reported are Al2Cu and Al4Cu9, although AlCu and Al2Cu3 have also been reported [23,355,430- 
467]. Care must be exercised because extremely low rotational speeds or excessively high traverse speeds produce defective joints 
due to insufficient heat input [441-445]. 
For joints from materials with such different thermomechanical properties as aluminum and copper, requires additional measures 
such as pin offset (i.e., tool insertion position) which can have a significant impact on the temperature distribution and material flow 
pattern, and thereby affect the microstructural evolution [2]. Among all the weld variables, the positioning (AS or RS) of the plates 
prior to FSW and the tool offset are the most critical factors in dissimilar joints of Al-Cu [430-432]. Indeed, without tool offset it is not 
possible to simultaneously plastically deform both Cu and Al [449-458], without which defective joints are generally formed  
[430,439,449-458]. For the Al–Cu FSW system, it is suggested that tool pin should be displaced toward the Al side in such a way that 
relatively few particles are detached from the Cu plate, which can easily flow and mix in the Al matrix [432,433] (see Fig. 40). This 
leads to an intercalated vortex type microstructure [454] comprising differently sized irregular Cu islands distributed within an Al 
matrix [456,457]. Then, the chemical reaction between Cu particles and Al matrix causes the formation of multilayer IMCs composed 
of Al4Cu9, Al2Cu3, and Al2Cu. When the pin offset is too small brittle IMCs are formed and the surface morphology becomes poor  
[432,433]. However, it should be pointed out that the optimum value of tool offset depends upon the BM composition, thickness, tool 
design and process parameters [432,433]. 
Other approaches have also been applied to the FSW of Al-Cu joints, such as i) the use of barrier sheets [468], ii) friction stir 
diffusion bonding (FSDB) [469-471], iii) heat-assisted FSW (HAFSW) [433,466,472,473] and iv) UAFSW [474,475] all aiming to 
achieve thin or discontinuous IMCs at the interface. 
5.2.3. Dissimilar welding of aluminum alloys to steels 
Various IMCs form during fusion welding of Al-to-steel due to the low solubility of iron in aluminum at room temperature leaving 
welds prone to a thick brittle intermetallic layer, heavy cracking, and serious porosity, resulting in poor joint performance [476,477]. 
Fig. 40. Formation mechanism of composite-like structure in the SZ of dissimilar Al-Cu FSW joints; (a) Step 1: tool plunged into workpiece. (b) Step 
2: shear deformation induced by rotating tool generating material flow, (c) Step 3: transfer of Al and Cu fragments into opposing sides, (d) final 
microstructure of the weld comprising Al matrix and reinforcements of nano-sized IMCs, (e) formation of multilayer IMCs in the SZ, (f) Bright field 
STEM micrograph of interface in dissimilar 5A02 aluminum alloy/pure copper FSW joint obtained using a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) 
detector with inset SAD patterns for the (g) Al4Cu9, (h) Al2Cu3, and (i) Al2Cu phase regions. Reproduced form [456] with permission from Elsevier. 
All rights reserved. 
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Depending on the heat input, FSW limits the formation of intermetallics at the Al-to-steel interface because it involves lower tem-
peratures and avoids melting. It has been proposed that the IMC layer can be kept to less than 1 μm by keeping the heat input as low 
as possible through optimized weld parameters [418,477-502]. AlFe3, AlFe, Al3Fe2, Al2Fe, Al5Fe2, and Al3Fe (Al13Fe4) have been 
reported in Al-steel joints [355,477,478,503-505]. A higher rotational speed and larger tool offset can be used to modify the overall 
temperature distribution in the weld and accordingly, influence the composition of the formed IMC layer. This may even promote the 
formation of FeAl instead of Fe3Al in an Al6061 to TRIP 780/800 steel weld [486]. 
As for Al-Cu dissimilar FSW joints, a composite SZ structure, in this case comprising steel fragments in an Al matrix, is typically 
formed (Fig. 41) [506]. Here the shear forces induced by rotating tool results in the detachment of steel (Fe-rich) particles from the 
steel plate into the Al matrix. The accompanying severe shear deformation creates fine and elongated Fe grains having a shear type 
texture (Fig. 41g). The shear forces markedly refines the Al matrix in the SZ. Some of the fine steel particles dissolve in the Al matrix 
by Fe diffusion to form nano-sized Al3Fe IMC. The steel fragments become coated with Al5Fe2 phase that forms instead of Al3Fe phase 
due to the kinetics of the Al/Fe interface reaction giving rise to steel-Al5Fe2 coated fragments surrounded by Al-Al3Fe composite 
structure dispersed in the Al matrix [506]. 
In this case novel FSW approaches include; i) FSDB [469,482,485] for which the rotational speed must be sufficient to generate 
enough heat to produce an intermetallic layer and induce bonding [469,482], ii) HAFSW which has been found to produce defect-free 
joints [419,472,507,508] through preheating which enhances the mechanical properties of the joints by increasing the peak tem-
perature of the steel, and reducing the large temperature difference between the steel and the aluminum alloy, consequently pro-
moting a better intermixing [472,507], iii) electrically assisted FSW [419] which is said to form a thin layer of IMC thereby improving 
weld efficiency in dissimilar AA6061 and TRI 780 steel welds and iv) water cooled FSW of AA5083 Al-alloy and AISI A441 steel  
[509], v) the use of UAFSW to incorporate fewer and smaller steel particles in the SZ as well as a thinner continuous intermetallic 
layer of FeAl3 at the interface when joining AA6061 Al-alloy and mild steel [510], vi) the use of a Zn [511-513] or AlSi [513] coatings 
on the steel prior to FSW. In the last case, Zn produces a discontinuous, nanoscale IMC due to formation of Al-Zn eutectic compound, 
which helps to weld two parts by a liquid/solid reaction mechanism, while AlSi appears to improve the weld interfacial char-
acteristics by a solid/solid reaction mechanism [513]. 
Fig. 41. Formation of IMCs in dissimilar Al-steel joints (a) SEM micrograph of cross-sectional macrostructure of AA5186-low carbon steel dissimilar 
FSW showing a composite SZ structure composed of Al matrix and Fe + IMCs fragments, (b) the forward scattered detector (FSD) image showing the 
surface topography, (c) IPF map, and (d) phase map of interfacial region indicated by white rectangle in (a). Higher magnifications of (c) and (d) are 
shown in (e) and (f), respectively, (g) (011) pole figure of steel fragments (α-Fe) in (f). The colour codes for each phase and their respective 
polefigure scales for each are shown at the bottom. Reproduced from [506] with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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5.2.4. Dissimilar welding of aluminum alloys to titanium alloys 
Al-Ti dissimilar joints are desirable in the aerospace and automobile industries; however, the large differences in physical and 
metallurgical properties of Al and Ti result in a poor weldability due to brittle IMCs that form at the interface. Another issue is the 
necessity for a protective atmosphere due to the high affinity of Ti to oxygen at temperatures above 500 °C. FSW can obviate these 
challenges with several reports of sound Al-Ti joints displaying acceptable mechanical properties with the IMC layer (generally TiAl3  
[514]) limited to less than 2 μm if optimized weld parameters are used, or special measures are taken during FSW [514-523]. 
The deformation in Al and Ti from the rotating FSW tool introduces dislocations which reorganize into energy dislocation 
structures such as dislocation cells and subgrains at larger strains and/or temperatures, aiding diffusion of Al and Ti atoms in the 
interface. Then, accompanied by DRX in the Al and Ti, they react to form TiAl3 at the interface. Finally, the DRX grains grow, and a 
continuous (thin) layer of TiAl3 forms at the interface due to its lower Gibbs free energy compared to supersaturated solid solution  
[524]. With increasing heat input, other compounds of Al and Ti can form in the interface, for example, upon increasing tool 
rotational speed from 700 to 900 rpm at constant tool traverse speed, offset, and tilt angle, TiAl3, TiAl, and Ti3Al are formed in the 
interface. 
Some issues hinder the formation of a high-quality joint. While low heat input limits the formation of brittle IMC, this results in 
low plasticity of the Ti-alloy leading to intermixing problems giving rise to weak metallurgical bonding, or even a kissing bond. 
Generally, the tool is significantly offset towards the Al plate to avoid excessive tool wear [514,516,517] and to avoid great amounts 
of IMCs being formed at the joint interface, promoting brittle interface failure [516]. Sound dissimilar butt joints are produced if a 
proper range of offset distance is used, giving rise to a swirl-like structure comprising Ti particles in Al matrix [516]. Aluminum is 
usually placed on the RS [515-517,520,525,526]. By offsetting to 1 mm (i.e. only 1 mm of the pin lies in the Ti), better tensile 
properties are reached due to the suppression of Ti fragments and avoidance of a thick intermetallic compound layer at the weld 
interface [517]. Relatively large Ti fragments or particles are difficult to avoid in the SZ [516], as revealed by 3D X-ray micro-CT in  
Fig. 42a, however, the fragments of Ti are well distributed in Al matrix. The formation of a thick and continuous IMC (mainly TiAl3) 
layer is suppressed, and nano-sized IMCs are formed in the joint interface by FSW in power control mode (Fig. 42b and c). 
Approaches to control IMC formation include; i) a Nb or Zn interlayer ii) two-pass FSW, iii) preheating, and iv) UAFSW. A Nb 
interlayer retards the formation of brittle TiAl3 at the interface. The Al matrix undergoes CDRX and DDRX, in which the DDRX takes 
place by PSN mechanism when an Nb interlayer is used [519]. Without the Nb interlayer, Al matrix is recrystallized by DRV and 
CDRX [528]. In both cases, the Ti close to the interface undergoes twinning. However, at the interface, due to adiabatic shear banding 
(ASB) at higher strains and temperatures, Ti undergoes fragmentation and DRX. A significant improvement in the tensile ductility is 
observed due to the presence of finer particles; however, tensile strength is diminished. By contrast, a Zn interlayer renders the SZ 
more brittle due to the formation of ZnTi intermetallic phase in addition to TiAl3 thus decreasing the tensile strength [529]. Two-pass 
FSW (AA2024 Al-alloy and Ti-6Al-4V [520]) and UAFSW (AA6061 Al-alloy and Ti6Al4V Ti-alloy [522,530]) refine the grains and 
break up the IMCs while preheating the Ti side eliminates the likelihood of a kissing bond [521]. 
5.2.5. Dissimilar welding of titanium alloys to steels 
Ti and steel dissimilar joints are plagued by the formation of IMCs at the joint interface resulting from the limited solubility 
between Ti and Fe at room temperature, as well as excessive distortion and residual stresses due to their significantly different 
physical properties. As above, a protective atmosphere is required for Ti alloy. Very few investigations of dissimilar FSW of Ti to steels 
have been reported, but the basic microstructural concepts are summarized here. Dissimilar FSW of commercially pure titanium (CP- 
Ti) to 304 stainless steel (SUS304) shows that at 50 mm/min and 250 rpm welding conditions, the morphology of the interface 
comprises a flat (~1 μm thick) interfacial reaction layer. The interlay thickness and complexity increase with increasing pitch ratio 
(tool rotation/traverse speed) [531-533] which can result in an interface up to 300 μm thick comprising a macroscopically mixed and 
laminated structure consisting of multiple layers containing IMC [534]. 
5.2.6. Dissimilar welding of magnesium alloys to steel 
The fusion welding of steel and magnesium is very difficult owing to their significantly different physical properties (e.g. 
Fig. 42. Microstructural evolution during dissimilar FSW of AA2024-T3 aluminum alloy to Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy, (a) 3D X-ray micro-CT image of 
the joint showing Ti fragments dispersed in the Al, (b) IPF and (c) phase maps of the interfacial area of the joint using the same colour code as (a). 
The scale bar and coordinate system are the same in (b) and (c) as shown in (c). Reproduced from [527] with permission from Elsevier. All rights 
reserved. 
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Tm = 1538 °C for Fe and 650 °C for Mg) as well as the formation of IMCs at the joint interface. Despite the potential of FSW there have 
been very few studies. In the case of butt FSW of a mild steel to a Mg-alloy, defects can form in the Mg-matrix due to insufficient 
plasticization of the Mg at lower rotational speeds for a given traverse speed. However, excessive rotational speed causes the ignition 
of the Mg. With the pin footprint extending just 0.1 mm into the steel, steel fragments have been found to disperse in the magnesium 
matrix as small particles which have no influence on the joint strength. Offsets over 0.2 mm lead to a continuous dispersal of steel 
fragments into the magnesium matrix parallel to the weld interface, triggering brittle failure along the interface. The alloying ele-
ments in Mg alloys such as Al in AZ31, Y and Nd in WE43 have been found to contribute to the formation of IMCs [535,536] as have 
Al or Zn coatings on the steel [537]. However, during FSW of Mg alloys to galvanized steel, melted Zn was found to react with Mg to 
form a Mg-Zn layer [538]. The Mg-Zn layer was located out of the SZ, and hence it does not affect the mechanical properties. 
5.2.7. Dissimilar welding of magnesium alloys to titanium alloys 
Magnesium and titanium do not form a solid solution nor any compounds, meaning they are immiscible and thus extremely 
difficult to join. However, it has been suggested that Mg-alloys and Ti can be successfully joined by FSW if the Mg-alloy contains 
alloying elements of Al, Zn and Zr, which have a strong affinity with Ti, provided that appropriate welding conditions are used [539- 
541]. For instance, AZ-type magnesium alloys with various Al-contents (e.g. AZ31B, AZ61A and AZ91D) and AM-type magnesium 
alloy (AM60), have been successfully joined to pure titanium by FSW [539,540]. An Al-rich thin layer forms at the joint interface by 
reaction with Ti. Increasing the Al content of the Mg alloy increases the thickness of TiAl3 layer, causing the tensile strength of the 
joint to decrease. Similar findings have been reported for dissimilar friction stir lap welding of AZ31 Mg alloy to Ti6Al4V alloy [542]. 
Similarly, during FSW of Zn and Zr-containing ZK60 Mg-alloy to titanium, Zn and Zr form a thin reaction layer with titanium at the 
joint interface [541]. 
Incorporating an Al foil during dissimilar FSW of pure Mg to pure Ti refines the grain structure in the SZ, thereby improving the 
mechanical properties [543]. It has been reported that despite using higher heat inputs (lower traverse speeds), the average grain size 
of the Mg in the SZ decreases in the presence of Al foil. It is suggested that with increasing heat input more Al dissolves reducing the 
SFE of the Mg matrix, hence promoting the occurrence of DRX and finer grains. 
6. Microstructural aspects of friction stir processing 
6.1. FSP of autogenous plate 
FSP can be utilized as a means of surface modification, surface alloying, or to reinforce the surface by forming a near-surface 
composite [523,544-562]. It has been used for grain refinement [563,564], and to recrystallize cast structures [565,566]. Ma et al. 
showed that the grain sizes could be reduced in Al 7075 to the point that it could promote superplasticity [120,567], and this 
phenomenon has been further explored in other alloys as well [568]. As illustrated in Fig. 43, the microstructural evolution during 
FSP is similar to FSW as discussed in sections 2–4; however, the processing occurs on a single workpiece. Nano-sized or micron-sized 
grains may form depending on whether forced rapid cooling is applied to the processed material. The scan pattern and the number of 
repeated passes affect the microstructural evolution in the SZ during FSP. One way of producing a larger SZ is to use a larger pin tool, 
which requires higher torque on the pin and thus more power. Multi-pass FSP is an alternative way of increasing the size of the SZ 
while maintaining some overlap between consecutive passes. Overlap ratios corresponding to the range of −1 to 1 has been sug-
gested by Nascimento et al. [545]. As shown in Fig. 44, the first pass leads to a high strain region with dislocation walls, sub-grains, 
and CDRX grains. Upon applying the second pass, the low heat input, high total strain, and high strain rate generate additional sites 
for nucleation by DDRX, refining the grain size. 
The typical FSP grain size and active dynamic restoration phenomena occurring for different alloys are summarized in Table 2. As 
discussed in section 2, it is well established that the SFE plays a leading role in determining the dynamic restoration mechanisms that 
control grain size during FSW/P. Aluminum and its alloys possess the highest SFE values (~160–200 mJ.m−2) [570], and therefore 
the most important dynamic restoration phenomena during FSP of such alloys are DRV based on generation and rearrangement of the 
dislocation structures, combined with the opportunity to initiate DRX (both CDRX and GDRX variants). As a striking example of the 
drastic modification of microstructure, the influence of FSP modification on the grain structure in cast A369 aluminum alloy is shown 
in Fig. 45a. A wide range of examples of grain refinement via FSP are cited in a review by Mishra and Ma [2], however it is 
acknowledged that there are no clear models which correlate the tool geometry, processing parameters, and final level of grain 
refinement observed in the material after FSP. This is a considerable challenge due to the varying thermo-mechanical conditions 
which may be imposed, and the various refinement mechanisms noted above which depend on the alloy processed. 
The microstructural modification of cubic metals with lower SFEs, such as austenitic stainless steels, copper alloys and brasses, is 
quite different, with dynamic restoration mechanisms based on the nucleation and growth of new and strain-free grains, i.e., DDRX. 
For typical BCC steels (carbon steels, ferritic and martensitic stainless steels), FSP is carried out in the FCC austenite phase tem-
perature range. In other cases, such as austenitic stainless steels, the austenite phase would be stable down to room temperature 
conditions with an SFE value in the range of 20–40 mJ.m−2 [570]. Iron-based metals in all cases can be considered as low SFE 
materials, and therefore microstructural modification is mainly by DDRX. HCP titanium and many Ti alloys present SFE values in the 
range of 300–350 mJ.m−2 (even higher than aluminum and its alloys), however, they are processed in the BCC phase followed by 
transformation to HCP in the final microstructure [570]. In this context, microstructural refinement in HCP materials such as 
magnesium and titanium alloys are demonstrated in Fig. 45b, and c. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the grain sizes displayed in Table 2 for the SZ in various alloys after FSP are the minimum 
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values reported. The grain size is affected significantly by other processing parameters as well, such as; tool rotational speed, traverse 
velocity, number of FSP passes, cooling media employed (water, dry ice, liquid nitrogen, etc.), volume fraction of reinforcing agents, 
etc. 
6.2. Surface modification of metal matrix composites (MMCs) 
FSP is a highly effective way to surface treat metal matrix composites (MMCs) that were synthesized by other bulk production 
approaches such as casting and powder metallurgy (PM) [2,16]. In this context, FSP can refine and homogenize the microstructure, 
improve the reinforcement distribution, and remove porosity [16,599 565,577,600-621]. A wide variety of Al MMCs have been 
friction stir processed including Al/TiC [604], Al/TiB2 [620], AA6061/SiC [618], A356/Al3Ti [621], A413/Ni [608], AA6061/Al2Cu  
[607], AA6061/Al3Fe [565], AA6061/Al3Zr [603], AA6061/Al3Ti-Al3Zr [606], A356/TiB2-TiO2 [611] and AA7075/SiC [612]. In 
this context, the following have been highlighted as the key outcomes during thermo-mechanical friction stirring action using a non- 
consumable rotating tool.  
• breaking of coarse, secondary phase particles, 
Fig. 43. Schematic illustrating microstructural evolution during FSP of a coarse-grained aluminum 5083 alloy [569]. Reprinted with permission 
from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
Fig. 44. Schematic showing the grain refinement process for one-pass and two-pass FSP.  
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• closure of solidification micro-voids,  
• acceleration of in situ solid-state chemical reactions in the case of in situ composites by enhancing the elemental diffusion,  
• homogenization of composite structure by more uniformity in the dispersion of ceramic particles through the metal matrix,  
• significant refinement of the grain structure 
Some of these features are exemplified by the following examples. For the A356/Al3Ti composite system [621], densification, 
homogenization, and refinement of the as-cast microstructure is evident in Fig. 46. As a result of the local forging and shear de-
formation introduced by FSP, the micro-voids arising from casting have been removed along with considerable grain recrystallization 
and refinement. In the case of A413/Al3Ni in situ composite [608], the large, elongated Al3Ni heterogeneously distributed within the 
dendritic aluminum matrix is broken up, more uniformly distributed and the cast structure homogenized by FSP as illustrated in  
Fig. 46b. 
6.3. Production of MMCs by FSP 
MMCs have been manufactured by FSP for various combinations of metal matrices and reinforcing particles or nanoparticles as 
summarised in Table 3. The minimum attainable near surface grain sizes (inside the SZ) with and without secondary phase re-
inforcements can be seen by comparing Table 2 and Table 3. To date, the main focus has been on the manufacture of aluminum-based 
MMCs, although numerous studies on other matrixes such as magnesium, titanium, copper, brass, nickel, and steel have also been 
Table 2 
Grain size and operative dynamic restoration phenomena during FSP for different alloy types.       
Alloy Average grain size of BM Average grain size of SZ Restoration mechanisms Refs.  
AA1050 ~65 µm ~0.5 µm DRV/ DDRX/ GDRX [573,574] 
AA5052 ~49.4 µm ~10.1 µm DRV/ CDRX/ DDRX [141] 
AA5086 ~48 µm ~6 µm DRV/ CDRX/ DDRX [575,576] 
A356 ~50–60 µm ~2 µm DRV/ DDRX/ GDRX [577,578] 
Al-7Si-0.3Mg ~188 µm ~1.3 µm DRV/ DDRX/ GDRX [579,580] 
AlSi9Mg dendritic ~0.2 to 1 µm DRV/ DDRX/ GDRX [581] 
Al-4Mg-0.8Sc-0.08Zr ~19 µm ~0.49 µm DRV/ DDRX/ GDRX [582,583] 
Cu ~19 µm ~0.8 nm DDRX [584] 
C12200 H02 ~18 µm ~0.5 µm DDRX [585] 
WE43 ~35 µm ~2 µm DDRX/ GDRX [586,587] 
AZ31 ~75 µm ~100 nm DDRX/ GDRX [188,588] 
AZ61 ~75 µm ~100 nm DDRX/ GDRX [589,590] 
AZ91 ~150 µm ~4 µm DDRX/ GDRX [591,592] 
Mg-Li-Al-Zn ~5–100 µm ~1.6 µm DDRX/ GDRX [593] 
Steel 13Cr4Ni ~25 µm ~0.6 µm DDRX [594] 
Steel D2 ~40 µm ~1.6 µm DDRX [595,596] 
CP-Ti ~100 µm ~1.7–2.0 µm DDRX/ GDRX [597] 
Ti-6Al-4V ~500 µm ~1 µm DDRX [598] 
Fig. 45. The effect of FSP on the near surface microstructure for (a) cast A369 Al alloy [571], (b) cast magnesium alloy [572], (c) cast Ti-6Al-4V 
alloy [207] showing the as-cast structure (top) and after FSP (bottom). Reproduced with permission from Elsevier and Springer Nature. All rights 
reserved. 
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reported [9,622-627], see Table 3. Here the differences between the microstructural evolution occurring in FSP when fabricating 
MMCs, as compared to conventional FSW/P, as described in sections 4 and 5 will be emphasized. Different strategies for dispersing 
the reinforcing phases through the metal matrix have been implemented for fabricating MMCs by FSP. The most common is to insert 
powder into a machined groove or into drilled holes on the surface of the plate to be reinforced before being distributed near-surface 
within the metal-matrix by multi-pass FSP. 
Researchers have found that the relevant dynamic restoration phenomena occurring during FSP (as explained in more detail in 
section 2) are further enhanced in the presence of secondary phases or ceramic inclusions [27,652-654]. As a result, the stacking fault 
energy (SFE) of the matrix alloy plays a major role in controlling microstructural evolution. 
6.3.1. Aluminum based MMCs 
In the literature [606,610,623,655-724], the preparation of aluminum-based MMCs by FSP have been classified as “ex-situ”, “in 
Fig. 46. Microstructure before (left) and after (right) FSP of a, and b) cast A356/Al3Ti composite [621], and c, and d) cast A413/Al3Ni in situ 
composite [608]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
Table 3 
Grain size and operative dynamic restoration phenomena during FSP of different types of Al, Mg and Ti MMCs.         
Strategy System Average grain size of BM Average grain size of SZ Restoration mechanisms Refs. 
Base alloy Reinforcement  
FSP of composites AA5052 Al2O3 ~25 µm ~0.94 µm DRV/ DDRX [628,629] 
SiC ~6.3 µm ~1.4 µm DRV/ DDRX [630,631] 
TiO2 ~49.4 µm ~2.9–0.05 µm DRV/ DDRX [107,632] 
MW-CNTs ~8.7 µm ~1.5 µm DRV/ DDRX [633,634] 
GNPs ~10.7 µm ~2.1 µm DRV/ DDRX [635,636] 
AA5083 Fullerene ~25.4 µm ~0.2 µm DRV/ DDRX [637] 
AA6061 Al2O3 ~100 µm ~10 µm DRV/ DDRX [638] 
AA6082 Al2O3 ~120 µm ~0.3 µm DRV/ DDRX [639,640] 
AA7075 TiN ~78 µm ~1.4 µm DRV/ DDRX [641] 
AZ31 SiC ~16.6 µm ~1.2 µm DDRX [642,643] 
Al2O3 ~70 µm ~2.2 µm DDRX [644] 
n-HA ~54 µm ~2 µm DDRX [645,646] 
AZ61 SiO2 ~75 µm ~0.8 µm DDRX [647,648] 
AZ91 SiC ~150 µm ~7.2 µm DDRX [649,650] 
CP-Ti n-HA ~100 µm ~1.4–14.8 µm DDRX [597,651]    
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situ”, and “hybrid”. The impact of the FSP route on the microstructural features, mainly in the SZ of the processed Al-based MMCs, can 
be summarized for each class in turn. 
Ex situ MMCs –These composites are locally reinforced by various kinds of ceramic nanoparticles ex situ, such as; SiC  
[630,631,697,718], Al2O3 [628,640,725-728], B4C [729], SiO2 [730,731], TiC [682], fullerene [637], CNTs  
[633,634,657,703,713,732,733], graphene [635,636,667,701], as well as other ceramics [606,610,660,670,672,681,690] to form 
the MMCs. In addition, a range of aluminum alloys have been used as the matrix, including AA1050 [573,574,629], AA2024 [665], 
AA3003 [734], AA5052 [735,736], AA5083 [637,737,738], AA6061 [663,664,670], AA6082 [660,676,677], and AA7075 alloys  
[682]. Most of the MMCs prepared by FSP have employed the plate with pre-placed powder fabrication strategy. The nanoparticles 
have a major role effect on the dynamic restoration phenomena during FSP [630,631,633-636]. They can refine the grain size in the 
SZ according to the PSN mechanism described in section 2, by increasing the number of nucleation sites for new grains. In theory, 
nanoparticles (with average size < 100 nm) are too small to stimulate nucleation [739], but depending on the degree of clustering/ 
aggregation they may act collectively. 
After the nucleation of new grains, the nanoparticles can also hinder the rate of grain boundary migration by Zener pinning [27].  
Fig. 47 illustrates the formation of fine, equiaxed grains inside the SZ caused by the SiC particles in the Al matrix having a mis-
orientation range tending towards the random orientation distribution described by the MacKenzie curve. 
By conducting the FSP while under submerged cooling media such as water (chilled to low temperatures), dry ice, and liquid 
nitrogen it is possible to further refine the grain structure [509,632]. After grain nucleation, the influence of both nanoparticles and 
rapid cooling restrict the subsequent rate of grain growth. If the primary dynamic restoration phenomenon is DRV, CDRX, or GDRX, 
the main effect of the cooling medium will be the generation of more cells and confining their coalescence. The result of liquid 
nitrogen cooling medium during submerged FSP is shown in Fig. 48. The grain structure of the aluminum matrix consists of nano- 
scale cellular structures (with an average size of ~50 nm) as a result of cryogenic cooling. 
Another important microstructural aspect is the distribution of reinforcing particles within the aluminum matrix. In general, it is 
not possible to achieve a completely homogenous distribution of nanoparticles by FSP fabrication [660,662,666,682,688,690], where 
the severity of agglomeration and the degree of heterogeneity is dependent on the processing parameters, matrix chemistry, and 
nanoparticle type [324,623,740]. The formation of an onion ring pattern in the dispersion of nanoparticles has been broadly reported 
for most systems [666,673,685,696,701,704,717,718]. Further, the number of rings and their sizes determine the overall micro-
structure and crystallographic texture of the final product [107,631,728,741]. 
Recently, significant interest has focused on using carbon-based compounds as the reinforcing agents to produce Al-based MMCs  
Fig. 47. EBSD analysis of an Al-SiC MMC processed by FSP in terms of (a) EBSD grain map, (b) grain size distribution, and (c) misorientation angle 
distribution histograms [630]. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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[635,667,687,700,701,703,713,733,743,744]. In this context, single-walled (SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MW- 
CNTs), fullerene (C60), and graphene nano-platelets (GNPs) have been employed as the reinforcing agents, considering their unique 
physical and mechanical characteristics [745-751]. However, despite the great potential for reinforcing the soft metal matrix, most of 
these carbon-based structures are not stable during frictional heating and intense plastic deformation typical of FSP. As a result, there 
is a high chance that they may decompose, leading to a change or deterioration of their initial structures, or reaction with the 
aluminum matrix. Of course, this transformation may also create new products in situ such as the formation of aluminum carbide 
complex phases, which may act as reinforcing agents in some circumstances. 
According to literature, the intensity of the crystalline texture depends on the type of reinforcing nanoparticles  
[107,631,634,636]. The preferred orientation can be modified considerably from the ideal shear component for FCC metals and 
alloys introduced in section 3. In the case of FSP Al-Mg/SiC MMC, the formation of Goss/Cubic and P1/P2 fiber components were 
reported [630,631]. For other Al-based MMCs containing MW-CNTs, GNPs, and TiO2 nanoparticles, different texture components, 
such as orientations close to Cube, Brass, and silver components, respectively, have been reported [107,633-636,752]. These dif-
ferences can be attributed to the differences in chemistry and aspect ratio of the inclusions, as well as their effects on the PSN and 
Zener-pinning mechanisms during DRX phenomena. 
In situ MMCs – Another interesting way of producing MMCs is to form the reinforcing particles in situ during FSP as a result of 
chemical reactions between the metal matrix and a second phase material [604,605,620,622,674,694,702,712,719,730,734,753- 
770]. In this context, metal oxide systems have attracted attention. Several in situ systems based on metallic oxides, including; TiO2  
[107,752,771-773], Fe2O3 [774], SiO2 [730], CuO [702,766], and CeO2 [755] have been examined as candidates for this means of 
reactive FSP to promote in situ chemical reactions which enhance properties. In these systems, typically one new oxide phase and one 
aluminide phase is formed after the inserted phase is dissolved. Another alternative approach for in situ synthesis of Al-based MMCs is 
to insert an elemental powder mixture and promote solid-state reactions at the interfaces of these particles. For example, the addition 
of iron (Fe) [760], titanium (Ti) [694], nickel (Ni) [759,764], molybdenum (Mo) [761], and copper (Cu) [753,758] powders into the 
aluminum matrix will lead to the formation of Al3Fe, Al3Ti, Al3Ni, and Al2Cu aluminide particles by the reaction with the Al matrix. 
In the case of the Al-Mg/TiO2 system for instance, the occurrence of in situ solid-state reactions between the Al-Mg matrix and 
TiO2 nanoparticles can result in the formation of nano-scale magnesium oxide (MgO) and titanium aluminide (Al3Ti) phases  
[107,632,695,735,752,771-773]. The EBSD grain structural maps in Fig. 49 [107,771] show how by increasing the volume fraction 
of TiO2 nanoparticles from 2% to 6%, the grain structure of the SZ is continuously refined down to an average size below 2 µm. This is 
caused by PSN and Zener pinning arising from the influence of nanoparticles on these dynamic restoration phenomena. 
Hybrid MMCs – Hybrid systems incorporate mixtures of different reinforcing nanoparticles to combine the unique characteristics 
of different phases. FSP has been used to fabricate different hybrid systems containing combinations of several compounds such as; 
SiC-Al2O3 [706], TiC-B4C [711], Al2O3-TiB2 [775,776], B4C-TiB2 [777], ZrSiO4-Al2O3 [778] as the reinforcing phases in an aluminum 
matrix. Combining two types of reinforcement, such as Al2O3 together with CNTs, or cerium oxide with CNTs can lead to higher 
strengthening than either of the particles alone, suggesting some possible interaction when multiple phases are present. The parti-
cular ratio of the two reinforcing phases also affects the properties achieved [743,779]. The microstructure of a hybrid nano-
composite fabricated by FSP material containing both Al2O3 and SiC nanoparticles is shown across multiple scales in Fig. 50. An 
equiaxed grain structure with an average size of ~1 µm is obtained, which is finer than the single-phase nanocomposite systems. A 
higher fraction of low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) is a result of more dislocation pile-up around the nanoparticles in the hybrid 
system versus the single particle system. In some cases, the two types of particles are selected for different purposes, for example one 
as a reinforcing phase, while other to improve other surface properties [708,709,780-782]. For instance, SiC [706,708,709,780] or 
Al2O3 [708,709,781] nanoparticles can be used as the reinforcing agent while graphite [706,708,709,780] or graphene [783] can be 
employed as the secondary agent to act as a lubricant. 
6.3.2. Magnesium based MMCs 
The incorporation of reinforcing nanoparticles by FSP into magnesium alloys has focused mainly on single-phase nanocomposites  
Fig. 48. TEM image showing the formation of a nano-scale cellular structure within the aluminum matrix of an Al-Mg/TiO2 MMC as a result of FSP 
under cryogenic conditions [742]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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[605,624,646,673,694,784-807]. Reinforcing nanoparticles such as Al2O3 [787], SiC [798,799,802,803], TiC [790], SiO2 [801], MW- 
CNTs [791,792] can locally strengthen the magnesium alloy matrix improving mechanical performance. Generally, the nanoparticles 
confer enhanced grain refinement in a similar manner to that observed in Al MMCS. Hydroxyapatite (HA) reinforcements have also 
been incorporated into bio-compatible Mg alloys as a secondary phase for medical implant applications [646,786,796]. Despite the 
fact that mechanical properties are not enhanced because the particles not bond well with the magnesium matrix, such near surface 
composites are very promising for biomedical applications due to the unique biodegradability and biocompatibility [624]. 
Fig. 51 shows boron nitride (BN) and HA nanoparticles incorporated in a magnesium alloy. Since magnesium has a hexagonal 
close-packed (HCP) structure with few active slip systems and a lower stacking fault energy (SFE), the effect of the severe plastic 
deformation arising from the tool is quite different compared to aluminum based composites. These induce DDRX (nucleation and 
growth) during FSP with the second phase activating PSN and Zener-pinning mechanisms thereby intensifying grain refinement. 
6.3.3. Titanium based MMCs 
Few reports are available regarding the production of titanium-based MMCs by FSP [597,651,741,809-813]. In preliminary work, 
Khodabakhshi et al. [597,651] incorporated hydroxyapatite (HA) particles into the surface of titanium during FSP for biomedical 
applications. Shafiei-Zarghani et al. [741,811] has focused on near-surface strengthening of commercial purity titanium (CP-Ti) by 
the addition of Al2O3 nanoparticles. As described earlier, the temperature required for the α to β phase transformation in pure 
titanium is around 882 °C [597] which is usually exceeded in the SZ during FSP treatment. Consequently, the grain refinement is 
influenced by nucleation of the β phase inside the α grains during FSP, along with heating and deformation of these grains during 
DRX. Moreover, some degree of β phase can remain in the structure during the reverse phase transformation upon cooling, which can 
be inferred from the shape of retained laths. The second phase inclusions such as Al2O3, SiC, and HA can act as preferred sites for 
nucleation of new β phase during FSP as well as enhancing the nucleation of new grains during DRX, and subsequently hinder grain 
growth by grain boundary pinning. The promotion of PSN and Zener-pinning mechanisms lead to a microstructure which tends to be 
randomly oriented, fine-grained, and equiaxed [597,651]. However, further below the surface layer but still within the SZ, a de-
creasing number of reinforcing nanoparticles are present and the role of the α to β phase transformation can be more significant, such 
that the microstructure changes toward a lath shape with enlarged grains. 
6.3.4. Copper based MMCs 
Copper-based MMCs prepared by FSP have garnered attention because of their potential for surface reinforcement for electrical 
applications [614,673,678,814-823], especially at high temperatures. As mentioned in section 4, twinning is a significant plastic 
deformation mechanism in copper and its alloys, due to the low SFE. This subsequently leads to reduced simultaneous activation of 
independent slip systems. However, during the high-temperature severe plastic deformation process in FSP, twinning can be re-
stricted. Fig. 52 shows that for Cu- rice husk ash (RHA) composite that while there are annealing twins in the Cu substrate, the FSP 
refines the microstructure leading to equiaxed grains in the SZ free of micro-twins. It is worth noting that as a low SFE metal, dynamic 
restoration mechanisms such as DRV and CDRX are expected to be limited as discussed in section 4.2. As a result grain refinement in 
the SZ is usually by DDRX with grains refined to the submicron range [678,824]. 
Fig. 49. Microstructure revealed by EBSD for the unreinforced alloy (a) before and (b) after FSP, compared to FSP in situ MMCs containing (c) 2 vol 
%, (d) 3 vol%, (e) 5 vol%, and (f) 6 vol% TiO2 as the initial reinforcing agent [771]. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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6.3.5. Other MMCs 
Only a few reports can be found in the literature relating to nickel-based [825,826] and steel-based MMCs [599,827,828], the 
main feature being the refined grain structure of the SZ due to the incorporation of secondary phases by FSP. More detailed mi-
crostructural studies using EBSD and TEM analyses are required to reveal the distinct mechanisms of microstructural evolution. Since 
(low SFE) nickel does not undergo any solid-state phase transformation, microstructural refinement during the FSP process should be 
dynamic recrystallization via nucleation and growth with the nanoparticles stimulating the nucleation of new grains and hindering 
their growth by Zener pinning. For steel-based MMCs, the situation is complicated by the transformation of austenite and ferrite 
phases. The potential for eutectoid phase transformation occurring during solid-state processing by FSP means the microstructures 
will depend significantly on the steel matrix alloy and processing parameters, which determine the cooling rate. If the peak tem-
perature inside the SZ during FSP exceeds the eutectoid phase transition temperature, processing occurs in the solid-state within the 
austenite regime. It should also be bourne in mind that for some steels, it is possible to reach a state of considerable hard-facing using 
a simple heat treatment, and the incorporation of reinforcing nanoparticles in those cases may not be a sensible option. 
7. Conclusions and outlook 
The unique combination of very large strains, high temperatures and high strain rates inherent to FSW/P and their dependency on 
the processing parameters provides an opportunity to tailor the microstructure and hence the performance of welds and surfaces. In 
this review article, the current understanding of the relationship between processing conditions and microstructure has been con-
sidered for single phase, multiphase and dissimilar materials. 
Fig. 50. Formation of a fine and equiaxed grain structure inside the SZ of FSP Al-Al2O3-SiC hybrid MMC; (a, b) optical, (c, d) EBSD mapping and (e, 
f) TEM images highlighting the simultaneous incorporation of Al2O3 and SiC nanoparticles into the Al matrix [574,629]. Reproduced with per-
mission from Elsevier and Taylor & Francis. All rights reserved. 
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The evolution of grain structure during FSW/P is a complex process often involving several stages and several mechanisms 
including continuous recrystallization and discontinuous recrystallization. The principal mechanisms depend primarily on crystal 
structure and stacking fault energy (SFE). Specifically, the microstructural evolution of cubic metals with relatively high SFE is 
usually dominated by continuous recrystallization. In contrast, in FCC metals with low SFE, discontinuous recrystallization usually 
plays a primary role. In FCC materials of intermediate SFE, a transition from the continuous to discontinuous mechanism is observed 
with increased welding temperature. In hexagonal alloys, the microstructure evolution is strongly influenced by crystallographic 
Fig. 51. Microstructural features of a Mg-based MMCs processed by FSP: (a) optical micrograph and (b) EBSD map for the SZ of AZ31-BN MMC  
[794], (c) TEM image and (d) SAD pattern for HA nanoparticles dispersed in a pure magnesium matrix in the SZ [808]. PZ and NZ refer to particle 
agglomerated zone and normal SZ, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
Fig. 52. EBSD maps of the grain structures for (a) the copper substrate and (b) the SZ of FSP prepared Cu-RHA MMC [824]. Reproduced with 
permission from Elsevier. All rights reserved. 
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texture. Specifically, the formation of a very sharp texture in the SZ may result in partial grain convergence. 
The extreme thermomechanical excursions mean that materials containing second-phase precipitates normally undergo complex 
precipitation phenomena. In regions exposed to relatively low temperatures, coarsening and/or transition to more stable phases 
occurs. This can increase the strength if the initial temper is not aged, or lead to a reduction in strength when the material is initially 
at peak strength. In areas experiencing high temperatures, precipitates progressively dissolve together with their coarsening. 
Depending on the subsequent cooling rate, the dissolved solute may form new precipitates. Since the welded material normally 
contains a high density of crystal defects (i.e., dislocations, subgrain- and grain boundaries) as well as surviving second-phase 
particles, this new precipitation often develops in a heterogeneous manner. 
FSW of dissimilar materials is of particular interest; many are either impossible or very difficult to weld by conventional fusion 
welding processes, particularly those having very different physical, chemical and mechanical properties or those in which brittle 
intermetallic phases form within the weld region. The main difficulties in FSW of dissimilar alloys with different properties is the lack 
of inhomogeneous mixing of materials and the formation of intermetallics in the joint area. Inhomogeneous mixing occurs due to the 
insufficient heat input and thus low plasticity of the materials to be welded. On the other hand, the reason for the formation of 
intermetallics is the high heat input applied to the material during welding. Measures such as external cooling can be employed to 
keep the heat input low. Thus, the joining of dissimilar materials is a very challenging task. The studies conducted on FSW of 
dissimilar materials to date have, however, shown that this joining technique can successfully be used for achieving defect-free joints 
with good properties between numerous dissimilar alloy combinations. 
Generally, FSW offers distinct advantages over conventional fusion welding in terms of the materials that can be welded and the 
degree of microstructural control that can be exercised. As designs become more optimized for weight or performance there is an 
increasing need to weld dissimilar materials. We are likely to see increasing use of FSW to achieve hybrid structures involving 
multiple metals and alloys traditionally thought of as difficult or impossible to join. Much work needs to be done to optimize bond 
strength and the minimization of potentially harmful intermetallic reaction products. 
The phase transformations occurring during/after FSW/P of titanium alloys and steels are influenced by the large deformations 
experienced by the high-temperature phase. Specifically, a significant grain refinement as well as a formation of a sharp simple-shear 
texture in the high-temperature phase often results in a pronounced variant selection during the subsequent phase transformation, 
which, in turn, gives rise to a transformation texture in the low-temperature phase. Moreover, the formation of a developed sub-
structure in the high-temperature phase leads to local deviation from a characteristic orientation relationship between the phases. 
In addition, FSP provides an opportunity to locally refine and homogenize the microstructure as well as to introduce nanoparticles 
into the near surface region to form metal matrix composites (MMCs). Here, the nanoparticles typically activate the particle sti-
mulated nucleation (PSN) recrystallization mechanism and subsequently to pronounced Zener-pinning leading to an ultrafine-grained 
structure. FSP is perhaps underutilized at present as a means of surface treatment. Looking forwards, it is likely that a more diverse 
range of materials with locally tailored properties will be developed by combining new and existing alloys and ceramics to create 
materials having a diverse range of multi-functionalised surfaces. 
In summary, significant progress in the understanding of the basic microstructural mechanisms of FSW/P has been achieved over 
the last two decades. This opens up new opportunities for a precise control of the final service properties of the welded/processed 
materials. Future progress in the field of FSW will be dependent on a continued exploration of the fundamental aspects underpining 
the key processing-microstructure-property relationships. 
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